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Mining Engineering Products & Services Directory

The Products & Services Directory will be published inside of Mining Engineering in the June and November issues.

The information in this directory can be found online at me.smenet.org throughout the year. We will also promote this directory in our eNews Newsletters throughout the year.

In addition, The Products & Services Directory will be published as a stand-alone publication and will be distributed throughout the year at trade shows and training events.

To have your Products, Services, or Consulting expertise featured in this directory, please contact Gary Garvey at garvey@smenet.org, or call 303.948.4243.

Contact information:
Gary Garvey // Media Manager/Advertising
garvey@smenet.org // 1.800.763.3132

me.smenet.org
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

AECOM
www.aecom.com
6200 South Quebec Street
Greenwood Village, CO 80111 USA
Telephone: (303) 694-2770
Fax: (303) 694-3946
ed.toms@aecom.com

Action Mining Services Inc
www.actionmining.com
AMS Wave Tables for concentration and separation are ideal for testing or production, with amazing fine particle recovery! Established in 1979, emerging from a mining background, Action Mining Services Inc. began providing supplies and equipment to the independent mining community. Since the 1980’s the Wave Table, a product of years of research and refinement, has proven itself over and over to be one of the best separation and production recovery units for fine gold and other metals that have resisted gravity separation, both in the mining and recycling industries.

Advanced Concrete Technologies, Inc.
www.concretebiz.com
Advanced Concrete Technologies (ACT) is a single source supplier of turnkey concrete mixing & batching plants that draws on over 50 years of experience and more than 5,000 installations worldwide. ACT specializes in projects where consistent, superior quality concrete is required (i.e. factory-made, wet-cast and dry-cast concrete products) as well as on-site concrete plants for the construction of large civil projects. In addition to proven engineered plant solutions, all of our components are backed with extensive customer service, including comprehensive training of operational staff, overnight spare parts delivery and ongoing maintenance support. Our key products are: MobilMat turnkey concrete batching and mixing plants, planetary counter-current and twin shaft mixers, color pigment metering and admixture systems, automated computer control systems, microwave moisture metering systems, automatic mixer cleaning systems and flying bucket concrete delivery systems.

Corporate Office:
300 Portsmouth Avenue
Greenland, NH 03840
Phone: (603) 431 5661
Fax: (603) 431 5547
Email: info@concretebiz.com
Website: www.concretebiz.com

Air Blast Inc.
airblastinc.com
When a belt scraper can’t do the job, use high-pressure air to remove carryback material from the underside of your belt. Leave the carryback material at the drop spot and save money and time on clean up. Carryback material also contributes to tracking problems with the conveyor itself. Air Blast systems can be used alongside a primary, or a primary/secondary scraper. If the belt is cleated, the Air Blast is your only option to control the carryback material.

2050 W Pepper St
Alhambra, CA 91801 USA
Telephone: (626) 576-0144
Fax: (626) 289-2548
sales@airblastinc.com

American Peat Technology
www.americanpeattech.com
American Peat Technology offers economical, efficient solutions for heavy metal and TSS remediation. APT’s line of APTsorb products are manufactured from natural peat, and transformed into a granular treatment media that can handle the changing conditions and challenges of real world treatment. Whether it’s treating mine directly from the sump in pressurized tanks, or intercepting the flow from the employee parking lot in strategically placed boom socks, APTsorb robustly performs day after day, month after month. APTsorb is ideal for remote, gravity-flow locations where small amounts of water must be reliably treated with minimal monitoring. APTsorb – when clean water matters.

36203 350th Ave
Aitkin, MN 56431 USA
Telephone: (218) 927-1888
Fax: (218) 927-3272
info@americanpeattech.com

Ames Construction
AmesConstruction.com
For more than half a century, Ames Construction has been delivering quality construction services to our customers. Founded in 1962, the company started as a small, family-run earthwork contractor that served its community. Today, Ames has grown into a full-service, heavy civil and industrial general contractor that serves customers throughout North America, with proven ability to self-perform and produce quality work safely, on-time and within budget. Ames Construction remains a family-owned enterprise, deeply rooted in a strong work ethic that values business relationships built on honesty, performance and mutual trust. We understand that our past success is a direct result of performing to the best of our ability, every day on every project. We are proud of our accomplishments, and are committed to upholding our reputation and tradition of providing superior construction services to our customers into the 21st century and beyond.

2000 Ames Drive
Burnsville, MN 55306 USA
Telephone: (952) 435-7106

Antraquip Mining and Construction Products
www.antraquip.net
North American based Antraquip Corp., continues to be a leading manufacturer and supplier of mining and construction equipment worldwide. With a 40+ year history of supplying roadheaders, hydraulic rock cutters (e. drum cutters) and saw attachments, as well as mine/tunnel support systems, their products have become synonymous for quality, reliability and durability for the most challenging underground mining conditions. Whether it is the AQ roadheader line, which is used predominantly for mine development and tunneling operations, or the versatile AQ cutting attachments (scaling, mine development, production in soft rock, etc.), Antraquip products are designed to increase efficiency and safety for their mining clients. AQ is also your reliable partner for various ground support products for tunneling and underground mining including lattice girders, steel sets and arch roof canopy systems. If you want to increase your bottom line contact Antraquip for more information about their full range of equipment and products at

+1 301-665-1165 or info@antraquip.net. More product information can be found at www.antraquip.net.

Appalachian Geophysical Surveys
appageos.com
Geophysical borehole logging (E-logging) and geological consulting for coal and other minerals. Slim-hole tools for Nx core holes. Coal thickness and ash from high resolution density. Rock mechanics parameters from full wave sonic. Groundwater movement from temperature. Flow meters, ABHTV, borehole video and other tools also available.

For more product information, please see our listing on p. 39.
ASC Engineered Solutions
www.asc-es.com
ASC Engineered Solutions™ (formerly Anvil & Smith-Cooper International) is defined by quality—in its products, services and support. With more than 1,400 employees, the company’s portfolio of precision-engineered piping support, valves and connections provides products to more than 4,000 customers across industries, such as mechanical, industrial, fire protection, oil and gas, and commercial and residential construction. Its portfolio of leading brands includes ABZ Valve®, AFCON®, Anvil®, Anvil EPS, Anvil Services, Basic-PSA, Beck®, Catawissa, Cooplet®, Flex-Head®, FPP®, Gruvlok®, J.B. Smith, Merit®, North Alabama Pipe, Quadrant®, SCI®, Sharpe®, SlideLOK®, SPF® and SprinkFLEX®. With headquarters in Commerce, CA, and Exeter, NH, ASC also has ISO 9001:2015 certified production facilities in PA, TN, IL, TX, AL, LA, KS, and RI.

2 Holland Way
Exeter, NH 03833 USA
Telephone: (603) 301-2701
Email: marketing@asc-es.com

NEED SOLUTIONS...to improve efficiency, safety and productivity?...ask...ASGCO!

ASGCO®
www.asgco.com
Since 1971 ASGCO “Complete Conveyor Solutions” has used engineered products and services to provide our customers with the best solutions to their conveyor material handling applications by eliminating carry-back, material spillage and dust in the transfer points and insuring proper conveyor belt tracking throughout the conveyor system. Combined with our national network of distributors, we can provide you with custom engineering and design to meet your specific conveyor needs, along with installation and maintenance programs that will streamline your operation by increasing production up time and lowering costs. Need solutions to improve efficiency, safety and productivity?...ask ASGCO!

301 Gordon St.
Allentown PA 18102
Telephone: (800) 344-4000
Fax: (610) 778-8991
info@asgco.com

AssuredPartners
www.assuredpartners.com
Assured Partners is the SME endorsed broker for professional liability insurance. With over 20 years of experience, AssuredPartners provides complete risk management solutions for all lines of insurance including: general liability, workers comp, professional liability, directors’ and officers’
liability, inland marine, commercial auto, and employee benefit packages.
4582 S Ulster St, Ste 600
Denver, CO 80237 USA
Direct: (303) 228-2205
Office: (833) 322-9773
Fax: (303) 861-7502
Allan.crumbaker@assuredpartners.com

Atlas Equipment Co LLC
www.atlaseqco.com
Company is proud to offer high quality slurry pumps for industry’s most demanding applications. The Battle Mountain pumps drop into most existing installations and offer replacement units and parts for many existing pumps. Products: Horizontal and Vertical Cantilever Slurry pumps in Hard Metal or Elastomer construction. Quality: Atlas offers a 2 year Limited Warranty for defective materials and workmanship. Delivery: Atlas has substantial inventory at its West Coast Distribution Center. The Battle Mountain bare Pumps and Parts are stocked in the Vancouver and Seattle, WA Warehouses. These bare pumps are drop-in replacement and the parts are interchangeable with the Warman® AH L M G and SP pumps. Distribution/Support: Atlas Distributors are well qualified in Pump Applications and Pump Repair processes. We welcome all sales and distribution inquiries.
1313 South 96th St
Seattle, WA 98108 USA
Telephone: (206) 315-2950
Fax: (206) 315-2949
sales@atlaseqco.com

Auxilium Technology Group
www.auxtechnologies.com
Auxilium Technology Group aims at maximizing value from waste streams while minimizing the environmental footprint of the mining industry. Our unique value proposition is centered around the ability to offer complete solutions for tailings repurposing. Our flagship solution- Entail, aims to fully utilize mine tailings in a sustainable way. The circuit treats and repurposes every tailing component generating products of value like green hydrogen, purified water, reagents for mining and our unique geofoam. Our Geofoam can be used as a support material for the construction industry and as an insulator. We aid world emission goals by producing an innovative material that can be used for carbon capture or as an insulator to decrease the carbon footprint by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and providing energy savings. In an effort to advance clean energy, our company has a unique capability of hydrogen storage using tailings as a source for its generation.
7355 N Oracle Rd. Suite 105
Tucson, Arizona. 85704. USA
Telephone: (520)789-7469
Email: Info@auxtechnologies.com

Avanti International
www.avantigrout.com
Since 1978, Avanti International has been an American owned and operated injection grout producer located near Houston, TX. For decades, Avanti’s injection grouts have been used in geotechnical applications before, during, and after construction phases to stop leaks, stabilize soil and rock, and control groundwater – permanently.
Avanti’s injection grouts can be used before tunnel break-ins and break-outs to stabilize surrounding soil and rock, control groundwater inflow, and improve project productivity; during tunnel or mine construction to stabilize weak soil and rock, control groundwater ahead of and behind TBM’s to ensure efficient mining, and create a safer work environment; and after project completion to create an impermeable water barrier that permanently stops infiltration, and extends the structure’s life-cycle.
Starting with only one product, AV-100® Acrylamide Chemical Grout, Avanti’s product line has grown to include a comprehensive line of chemically reactive, polyurethane, epoxies and cementitious grouts. For more information on Avanti’s injection grouts and to learn about other injection grout applications, call 800-877-2570 or visit www.AvantiGrout.com for technical information, case studies, animations, tech data sheets, and more.
822 Bay Star Blvd.
Webster, TX 77598
Telephone: (281) 486-5600
Fax: (281) 486-7300
Email: info@avantigrout.com
Barrick Gold
www.barrick.com
Barrick is a leading international gold mining company with operating mines and projects spanning five continents. Our core mines in the Americas are among the most profitable and productive in the gold industry and we have a strong pipeline of projects and expansion opportunities within our core regions. Barrick’s vision is the generation of wealth through responsible mining — wealth for our owners, our people, and the countries and communities with which we partner. Achieving our vision depends on having the best employees in the world, and Barrick is always looking for talented people to join our team.

PO Box 29
Elko, NV 89803 USA
Telephone: (775) 748-1004
Fax: (775) 748-1255

Bionomic Industries, Inc.
www.bionomicind.com
Bionomic offers a complete line of wet scrubbers and wet electrostatic precipitators for all metals mining applications. Scrubbers for removal of acid gases, particulate and mists from acidulation reaction tanks, wet grinding, dryers and other processing operations. Sulfuric acid, sulfur dioxide and trioxide, ammonia and hydrogen cyanide removal and sulfuric acid recovery. Control of micron and submicron size particulate metal fumes from rotary furnaces and roasters...and much more. Recommended products for these applications include:

- Series 5000 Packed Bed Scrubbers - all acid gases including hydrofluoric, hydrochloric, hydro- gen cyanide, sulfuric, sulfur dioxide, ammonia and alkaline mists.
- Series 7000 and 8000 Venturi Scrubbers - To control particulate emissions from digesters, roasting furnaces, pelletizers and more.

- Rotated - Patented plug free fluidized bed for particulate of 2 microns or larger or acid and other gaseous emissions.
- Series 9000 Preformed Spray Scrubber - Control of dust from material handling.
- HETM™ WESP - High efficiency removal of sulfuric acid mist and large fractions of submicron particulate from furnaces.
- ScrubPac™ Custom Skid Mounted Scrubber Systems - Fully engineered to meet specific project requirements.

Thousands of successful installations worldwide.

777 Corporate Drive
Mahwah, NJ 07430
Telephone: (201) 529-1094
Fax: (201) 529-0252
sales@bionomicind.com

Bauer Foundation Corporation
Bauer Foundation Corporation is a leader of ground engineering in the United States. It was established in 2004 as the US subsidiary of Bauer Spezialtiefbau GmbH. With its global network, Bauer Foundation prides itself on being the home of some of the finest minds in the industry and on its use of the most advanced state of the art equipment. Its range of solutions includes, among others, slurry walls, deep foundations, seepage cutoff walls, deep soil mixing, jet grouting, rock grouting, soil improvement. Bauer Foundation has capabilities and experience to tackle projects of all sizes and levels of complexity both as a main contractor and as a subcontractor.

Bionomic Industries, Inc.
www.bionomicind.com

Bird Seismic Services
www.birdseismic.com
Bird Seismic Services offers high-resolution techniques in aid to mine safety in locating and resolving historic mine workings and voids, offer surveys to assess tailings and tailings dam stability, equipment to monitor geologic hazards, and stability assessment of municipal solid waste landfills, Seismic exploration in search for base metals, gold, copper, silver, and massive sulfides, lithium brines and resources, as well as gas exploration including Helium. Seismic techniques applied to mining can especially help for depths far greater than 400 m, we offer seismic techniques to reveal with good accuracy, geologic properties including geometry of faults, fractures, bedding, and overburden depth. In addition to exploration, seismic is useful for engineering applications, APP (Aquifer) permits, geotech surveys for rock properties, rippability, pre -tailings and dam construction siting, depth to bedrock, coal seam fractures, and many more.

Kenneth Bernstein
Bird Seismic Services
661 S. Broad Street
Globe, Arizona 85501
928 719-1848
www.birdseismic.com

Blair Rubber Co.
www.blairrubber.com
Since 1981, Blair Rubber Co. has been dedicated to manufacturing and improving one product, rubber linings. This focus has enabled us to develop an unparalleled knowledge base of chemicals, rubber lining formulations for containment of specific chemicals, and a very successful rubber lining installation process. All of our products are designed and produced in the USA. In fact, we are the only company that both mixes its own compounds and manufactures its own rubber linings in-house, thus empowering us with total production control. This assures you of the highest quality, flexibility and the shortest possible lead times.

5020 Enterprise Parkway
Seville, OH 44273
Telephone: (800) 321-5583
Fax: (330) 769-9334
sales@blairrubber.com
technical@blairrubber.com

Boart Longyear
www.boartlongyear.com
Boart Longyear is the world’s leading provider of drilling services, drilling equipment and performance tooling for mining and drilling companies. Established in 1890, Boart Longyear uses its experience and knowledge to continually innovate for safety, long life and higher performance. Advancing drilling equipment and coring technology takes not only an investment in research and development but also experience in the field. Knowing how the rig will work, what will keep the drilling crew safe, what will go deeper more quickly, how to put more core in the box, all adds up to providing the best productivity. Whether you need drilling services, rigs, sonic equipment, coring rods, casings, bits, down-hole instrumentation, or aftermarket parts, we’ll take care of all your drilling requirements for mining, energy, mine de-watering, oil sands exploration, and production drilling.

2455 South 3600 West
West Valley City, UT 84119 USA
Telephone: (801) 972-6430
Fax: (801) 977-3374
info@boartlongyear.com

For the material handling between mine and processing plant and beyond, BEUMER offers the complete solution: ores or concentrate, iron, copper, gold, phosphates as well as the handling of tailing — BEUMER brings decades of experience to offer you the technology suited to your particular task. hoppers, Apron feeders, jump conveyors, movable and Long distance conveyors, our portfolio enables you to run your mine most safely and efficiently. In addition to that, BEUMER also supplies the respective storage and blending bed technology as well as port terminals and ship loaders.

www.beumergroup.com
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Hägglunds
www.boschrexroth-us.com
Hägglunds hydraulic gearless direct drive systems with variable speed from Bosch Rexroth make a powerful difference in mining and material handling applications. With their remarkable torque and reliable performance, they maximize the efficiency and uptime of your equipment. With many product updates and decades of global application knowledge, we have expanded our scope of these drives in many sectors. For the mining industry, we offer drives for the following applications. Various conveyors, apron feeders, belt feeders, screw feeders, HPGR, crushers, drums, bucket wheel reclaimers, kilns and more. These drives are available for new projects as well as retrofit upgrade of existing machines. Our standard HPU includes an enclosed cabinet with sound insulation panels and doors. Open cabinets are also available. Our newly updated TADS Torque Arm Drive System offers robust construction and unique features. We also provide PM Service, start-up assistance and training for operators.

5150 Prairie Stone Parkway
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192, USA
Telephone: (614) 305-4999
Email: info@boschrexroth-us.com

Brookville Equipment Corp
www.brookvillecorp.com
Brookville Equipment Corporation designs and manufactures American-made custom rail-mounted and rubber-tired haulage and transportation vehicles for the underground mining and tunneling industries. Founded in 1918, Brookville’s diesel, battery, and battery-trolley vehicle portfolio includes locomotives from 4 to 50 tons, personnel carriers with capacity for up to 18 passengers, combination vehicles, and rubber-tired tractors up to 50 tons, among other unique solutions for operations and maintenance applications. Brookville is dedicated to working with its new and longtime customers to collaboratively develop innovative, custom solutions that are designed to improve efficiency, environment and safety.

175 Evans St PO Box 130
Brookville, PA 15825 USA
Telephone: (814) 849-2000
Fax: (814) 849-2010
info@brookvillecorp.com

Bosch Rexroth
www.boschrexroth-us.com
Brookville Inc.
www.brookville.com
Bosch Rexroth and Brookville Equipment Corp.

CAB Products / Cambria County Association for the Blind & Handicapped
www.cabproducts.com
CAB Products continues to be a leading manufacturer and supplier of Hooks, Hangers, and Mine Safety Products. Throughout the mining industry, CAB Products are widely recognized for their high quality and excellent design. CAB Hangers greatly improve safety and help cut operating costs by supporting and organizing pipe, tubing and all types of cables. CAB also manufactures a wide range of high visibility reflective products that greatly improve safety in mines and tunnels such as tubes, streamers, and safety apparel. Other innovative products include CAB Lifeline. Partnering with a mine in 1985, CAB was the first company to produce a Lifeline for emergency escape from underground mines. CAB Products is dedicated to providing job opportunities and services to persons with disabilities. All CAB Products are manufactured by CAB employees with great pride and integrity. More information on our products can be found at www.cabproducts.com

175 Industrial Park Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931
Telephone: (814) 472-5077
Fax: (814) 472-7179

Canary Systems Inc.
www.canarysystems.com
Formed in 1997, we are experts in providing integrated geo-monitoring solutions for a broad range of applications, including surface mining, tailings, heap leach, and underground. We help clients better manage risk, monitor performance, and increase the safety of their operations by tying together all loose ends; we can provide the hardware required for automated data acquisition, and the software to collect, process, store, and present data from a wide range of sources (including GIS and InSAR) in a single efficient but powerful platform. We provide comprehensive all-in-one turnkey solutions including system architecture, hardware and software development, database development, instrumentation, as well as individual hardware and software components customized to existing project needs. Talk to us about a Pilot Project today!

998 S. Cherry Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719 USA
Telephone: (603) 526-9800
info@canarysystems.com

Burns & McDonnell
www.burnsmcd.com
Burns & McDonnell is a family of companies with an unmatched team of 7,600 engineers, construction professionals, architects, technologists and scientists. With an integrated construction and design mindset, we offer full-service capabilities across more than 55 offices, globally. Founded in 1898, Burns & McDonnell is a 100% employee-owned company. With a top 5 percent safety ranking, each professional brings an ownership mentality to our projects. That means we think like owners, working through each challenge until it’s resolved, exceeding our clients’ goals. This dedication and drive positions us as an industry leader. We are designed to build. We apply this commitment to our communities in which we live and work. We’re happy to give back financially and with our time and talents. From fundraising walks and community cleanups to educational outreach and one-on-one mentoring — especially when it comes to sharing our passion for STEM — our professionals work to make our communities thrive.

David McLane - Project Manager
1850 N Central Avenue, Suite 800
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(602) 777-6363
dmclane@burnsmcd.com
Carlson Software
www.carlsonsw.com
Carlson Software is a leading provider of software, GPS and precision measurement systems for the mining, surveying, construction, and civil engineering industries worldwide. Amongst a diversified software and technology product portfolio, Carlson offers comprehensive underground, surface, geology, and reclamation mining software; Carlson BlastOps, blast design software; complete machine control solutions like Carlson Grade featuring high precision GPS and machine guidance for dozers, loaders, compactors, drills, pile drivers, excavators, and other digging units; and precision measuring systems like the Quarryman®, Void Scanner for stope surveying, and C-ALS® for scanning inaccessible voids and Boretrak® for downhole surveying for accurate blasting. Carlson has been trusted since 1983 to provide industry experts with the tools they need to break new ground. For more information on Carlson products or to request a demo, visit carlsonsw.com. To purchase, contact your local Carlson salesperson or dealer.

CDG Engineers Inc
www.cdengineers.com
CDG Engineers is an A/E firm working primarily for mining, electric utility, industrial and infrastructure clients. Firm expertise includes bulk materials handling, transfer, loading and unloading (truck, rail and marine), dust mitigation and control, special handling systems and construction management services. Together these capabilities are responsive to the changing needs of our clients through each phase of a project life cycle and ideal for technically challenging projects. Safety, health and the environment always come first. We share a foundation built on innovation. We align ourselves with our clients’ project goals and are committed to making decisions that are best for the overall project for all stakeholders. This is our “Best for Project” approach. Delivering projects on time and budget, safely, while forming long-term successful partnerships with our clients.

Certech USA Inc.
www.certechusa.com
Certech is one of the world’s leading in developing, manufacturing, and installing its patented rubber linings for grinding process, mining, and ceramic industry. Throughout the years has expanded its offering including: • Automation • Material management • Industrial vibratory sieves, iron removers and filters • Engineering and fabrication solutions.

Cementation USA
The right people, the right approach and the right partnerships. Cementation USA, Cementation Canada, Terra Nova Technologies (TNT) and Merit Consultants International (Merit) form the Cementation Americas Group of Companies. Together and independently, the products and services we offer the mining industry and the areas in which we specialize are diverse. Each company has grown organically in the areas of design-build underground mine access, design-supply materials handling systems and construction management services. Together these capabilities are responsive to the changing needs of our clients through each phase of a project life cycle and ideal for technically challenging projects. Safety, health and the environment always come first. We share a foundation built on innovation. We align ourselves with our clients’ project goals and are committed to making decisions that are best for the overall project for all stakeholders. This is our “Best for Project” approach. Delivering projects on time and budget, safely, while forming long-term successful partnerships with our clients.

Center for Underground at Colorado School of Mines
www.underground.mines.edu
We develop new ideas and technologies to advance underground civil infrastructure, including space and structures for working, living and playing, and tunnels for transit, roads, loop/hyperloop, water, utilities, and energy. We develop techniques to better characterize soil, rock and groundwater conditions, next gen digital underground that weaves the built environment with geotech/geology and construction operations with spatial stats and AI, and ultra-rapid tunnel construction methods. Explore the Center, attend a short course, come work with us, and reach out if for specialized testing or help in any way.

ChemGrout Inc
www.chemgrout.com
With 50 years of experience, ChemGrout continues to manufacture the world’s largest selection of grouting equipment. Their Underground Series offers exceptional productivity for the grouting of water cut-offs, cable stays and rock bolts. ChemGrout’s patented pumps are industry standards offering reliability and durability, along with unique features simplifying clean up and maintenance. One of ChemGrout’s most popular pieces for water cut-offs and contact grouting in the underground industry is the CG680 High-Pressure Series. This high-capacity, high-pressure colloidal grout plant mixes and pumps slurries of cement, fly ash, bentonite and lime flour. These units feature a 17 cubic foot homogenizing colloidal mixer, a 17 cubic foot agitating storage tank, and a 32 GPM double-acting plunger pump. The colloidal mixer is equipped with a 2X3X12 high shear centrifugal diffuser-type pump that disperses the cementitious material down to its finest particle size to achieve complete particle wetness. The agitating storage tank uses a variable speed, high-efficiency paddle mixer that maintains a thoroughly mixed grout while waiting to be pumped.

CiDRA
www.cidra.com
CiDRA Minerals Processing provides customers with the ability to convert data into actionable information through the development, manufacturing and marketing of step-change technologies that provide accurate, real time measurements and information used to optimize industrial processes, enhance production, recovery and efficiency. CiDRA’S SONARtrac flow and entrained air measurement systems together with the revolutionary CYCLONEtrac Particle Size Tracking System (PST) technology provide customers with control and insight into their processes that they have never before seen, thus allowing them to improve their company’s performance and the sustainable development of resources.

For over 21 years CiDRA has worked closely with industry leaders to develop unique and effective solutions that meet their strategic initiatives.

50 Barnes Park North Wallingford, CT 06492 USA
Telephone: (203) 265-0035
Fax: (203) 294-4211
sales@cidra.com
Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.

Please see our listing on p. 40
www.cecinc.com
333 Baldwin Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15205 USA
Telephone: (800) 365-2324
Fax: (412) 429-2114
info@cecinc.com

Clariant Mining Solutions
www.clariant.com/mining
Clariant Mining Solutions is the only supplier in the mining industry to offer customized chemical solutions for the end-to-end mining process, including leading technology in froth flotation chemistry and explosive emulsifiers. Our experts concentrate on specific ore applications such as copper and other sulphide ores, iron ore, phosphate, potash, calcite, silica sands and many other industrial minerals, as well as emulsifiers for explosives, serving mining customers worldwide. Technical centers and regional offices strategically located in Europe, North America, Latin America, Australia, South Africa, and India are at the core of our ability to provide ground-breaking innovative solutions using superior specialty chemicals.

2750 Technology Forest Boulevard
The Woodlands, TX 77381 USA
Telephone: (281) 465-9100
Fax: (281) 465-9200

Columbia Steel Casting Co., Inc.

See our ad on p. 11
www.columbiasteel.com
Columbia Steel manufactures replacement wear parts for all popular crushers, with the broadest range of wear part styles and designs of any single manufacturer in the world. Crusher wear parts are available for: gyratory crushers, cone crushers, jaw crushers, and roll crushers. A full range of wear resistant alloys are available, including Xtralloy 24% manganese steel. Columbia Steel works closely with customers to specify or design crusher wear part profiles to improve production throughout the wear life of the part, to increase overall wear life, obtain consistent sizing, reduce the number of change-outs and solve specific problems. The world leader in dragline chain, Columbia Steel also produces rigging and wear parts for draglines. Since 1901, all wear parts are made in Portland, Oregon, USA.

10425 N Bloss Ave
Portland, OR 97203 USA
Telephone: (800) 547-9471
Fax: (503) 286-1743
service@columbiasteel.com

ConMico Inc.

www.conmico.com
ConMico Inc. of Concord, Ontario, with more than 50 years of experience, has expertise that lies in the application of utilizing high pressure water systems for mining applications for jet-boring and hydro-fracturing of hard rock are very successful. As a result, ConMico can engineer a solution to fit many needs. Other products include durable, lightweight grouting and cement-injection plants for use in soil consolidation, grout jetting to 10,000psi, pile formation, tunnel forming and repairs, forming water curtains, backfilling, roof bolting and grouting of cracks in tunnels and mine shafts. For pump systems, ConMico manufactures high speed colloidal mixers, double-drum mixers and agitators, as well as long-lasting, well-designed packers, valves and certified high pressure fittings. Wet and dry shotcrete systems and dependable concrete pumps are also available.

140 Bradwick Dr, Unit 11
Concord, ON L4K 1K8 Canada
Telephone: (905) 660-7262
Fax: (905) 660-1843
conmico@idirect.com

Continental Placer Inc.

Please see our listing on p. 40
www.continentalplacer.com
5010 Lenker Street, Suite 200
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050 USA
Telephone: (717) 975-2862
info@continentalplacer.com

CorrStore - NACE International

www.corrstore.com
CorrStore is a one-stop shop for anything corrosion related. Our vast knowledge base is provided by NACE International, the Worldwide Corrosion Authority! If you’re looking for books, standards, reports, or information on how corrosion affects your bottom line, we’ve got the knowledge at your fingertips. Many of our titles are available in E-book format so you can download right away.

15835 Park Ten Place
Houston, TX 77084 USA
Telephone: (281) 228-6423
first.service@nace.org

Deep bench strength across the whole mine life cycle

WE OWN IT.™

Leveraging decades of direct industry experience to help mining companies address their traditional and evolving challenges.

Offices nationwide
800.365.2324
cecinc.com/mining

Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
David R. Klug & Associates, Inc.  
www.drklug.com

Established in 1999, the Daigh Company provides Da-mite® rock splitting mortar for the demolition and fracturing of rock and concrete. Da-mite® is an alternative to explosives and breakers in sensitive areas where “no-blast” conditions and complications from vibration, noise and flyrock is a concern or prohibited. When you need to break, fracture, split rock or perform concrete demolition, Da-mite® Rock Splitting Mortar is the Ideal Solution. Da-mite® is silent, creates no vibration and requires no licensing or permits to use. Da-mite® is versatile enough to be used in drilled diameter holes from less than 1” up to 3”. This flexibility allows Da-mite® to be tailored to any size project by small contractors up to large construction contractors.
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Derrick Corporation  
www.derrick.com

Since its inception, Derrick® Corporation has expanded its product portfolio to serve a variety of challenging markets within the Mining & Industrial, Oil & Gas Drilling, and Civil Construction industries. Derrick remains committed to providing the latest technological enhancements that evolve alongside industry best practices and market developments. For nearly 70 years, Derrick has been leading the Mining & Industrial market in the design and manufacture of high-frequency vibratory screening machines and patented screen surfaces. With a pioneering spirit driving innovative solutions, the organization is continuously in the forefront advancing the field of fine particle and solid-liquid separation technology. Known worldwide for their expertise in the range of 6.2 mm to 45 µm. Derrick’s product portfolio includes a comprehensive and unique range of processing equipment.

DeZURIK INC.  
www.dezurik.com

DeZURIK, an innovative global leader in valve technologies, offers a wide range of rugged and reliable valves for mining. The company manufactures industry-leading severe service knife gates, urethane lined knife gates, eccentric plug valves, high performance butterfly valves, swing check valves, air valves, rotary control valves, and more. DeZURIK offers more knife gate valve styles than any other manufacturer, ensuring the right valve can be specified for each application.
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DHI Water & Environment, Inc.  
www.dhigroup.com

DHI is an independent, international consulting, research, and technology organization that advances technological development, governance, and competence in the fields of water, environment, and health.

With increasing costs related to water acquisition and management, emerging mine water risks, and a commitment from industry leaders to decrease water footprints, water stewardship is at the forefront of the mining industry. DHI’s team of leading engineering specialists are skilled in mining hydrology and hydrogeology and passionate about the responsible management of water. This combined with MIKE Powered by DHI’s customizable modeling technology makes it possible to tailor solutions to the specific needs of your mining operation.

DHI’s world is water, and our knowledge of water environments is second-to-none. After 50 years of dedicated research and experience from over 140 countries, DHI strives to make this knowledge globally accessible by channeling it through local teams and unique software.

DMC Mining Services  
www.dcmcmining.com

DMC Mining Services is a leading provider of underground mining contracting services and solutions. Our focus is on applying the expertise of our employees to attractive projects while pledging to deliver leading technology and overriding commitment to safe work practices.
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Dos Santos International
www.dossantosintl.com
Dos Santos International is the world’s foremost authority on high angle conveyors. DSI was founded on its extensive worldwide experience in sales, engineering and construction of bulk materials handling systems and equipment. This has included major contributions that have expanded the range of bulk handling systems and equipment.

531 Roselane Street NW Suite 810
Marietta, GA 30060 USA
Telephone: (1770) 423-9895
info@dossantosintl.com

Dyno Nobel
www.dynonobel.com
Dyno Nobel provides customer solutions through our people, our products, and our services. Our blasters are among the most highly trained in the industry. We offer a full range of reliable explosives products from manufacturing plants around the world and blasting services from a distribution network unmatched in the industry. Our R&D is focused on practical ways to use new technologies to benefit our customers. Renowned for our excellent safety performance and innovative explosive products and services, Dyno Nobel continuously delivers groundbreaking performance through practical innovation.

6440 S Millrock Drive, Suite 150
Salt Lake City, UT 84121 USA
Telephone: (800) 732-7534
Fax: (801) 328-6452
dna.marketing@am.dynonobel.com

Eclipse Mining Technologies
www.eclipsemining.com
SourceOne® is the only mining-specific system in the world that provides validated, contextual data from all critical performance indicators for improving the productivity of your mine. You no longer have to spend time collecting data from multiple sources or dealing with human or vendor error; it’s all available in one easy-to-use dashboard. You now have one source of truth, and all of your critical data belongs to your team, even when they are working remotely.

Eclipse Mining Technologies® built a legacy-free, vendor-neutral, integrative platform with auditing capabilities explicitly designed to meet the mining industry’s needs. With over 150 years of combined experience in mining and technology, our team is well versed. SourceOne is a data platform built to address challenges such as data integration, data management, efficiencies improvement, and the adoption of advanced intelligence technology without further disruptions to operations.

3602 E Fort Lowell Road
Tucson, AZ 85716
Phone: (520) 372-7345
info@eclipsemining.com

ECRS Metalock
Metalockusa.com
Established in 1937, the METALOCK Corporation has been solving mechanical breakdown problems in industry for nearly 60 years. ECRS engineers utilize Metalock Corporation’s industry recognized Metalock and Metalace repair components in conjunction with the latest in finite element analysis to design permanent repairs to equipment,
that in many cases, was thought to be beyond repair. Metalock technicians perform these repairs based on the engineered design. We are able to respond quickly to your mechanical repair needs. The quality of our engineering and workmanship has helped us develop a “super hero” reputation that continually brings new customers from the recommendations of “old friends.”

P.O. Box 40614
Baton Rouge, LA 70835-0614
Telephone: (225) 791-8800
Fax: (225) 791-8965
Email: mark.bowen@metalockusa.com

Epiroc
www.epiroc.us
Epiroc is a leading global productivity partner dedicated to providing innovative equipment solutions for mining, exploration, geotechnical, quarrying, well drilling, oil and gas, civil engineering, urban development, and deconstruction and recycling applications. Our product lineup includes drill rigs and drill strings, rock excavation products and construction equipment. Together with our strong partner network, we also provide world-class service and consumables. At Epiroc, our focus is on listening to and collaborating closely with customers to deliver cutting-edge technologies for greater safety, efficiency, productivity and sustainability in their operations.

8001 Arista Place, Suite 400
Broomfield, CO 80021 USA
Telephone: (844) 437-4762
info.usa@epiroc.com
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Erioz & Erioz Flotation
See our ad on p. 17
www.erioz.com
Erioz and Erioz Flotation offer best-in-class magnetic and flotation separation, material handling and metal detection systems to concentrate ores, recover coarse or ultra fine particles, remove tramp metals, and convey or feed heavy material. Erioz Mining equipment includes: Coarse and fine particle flotation columns, and mechanical cells, Wet Drum Separators that provide continuous recovery of magnetite or ferrosilicon in heavy media operations and/or concentration of ferrous and weakly magnetic ores, Suspended Electromagnets to remove damaging tramp metals from conveyed material, Metal Detectors built to handle harsh environments that can detect tramp and non-magnetic metals as small as 1.5 inch, Heavy Duty Feeders for low-horsepower, high-capacity mechanical feeding of bulk materials in volumes up to 2250 tph. In addition, customers can count on Erioz Five-Star Service for a 24/7 service hotline, original OEM parts, on-site field service, equipment remanufacturing and full “as new” warranties.

For more information, visit www.erioz.com; Erioz Flotation: telephone (604) 952-2300, EriozFlotation.com

2200 Asbury Road
Erie, PA 16506 USA
Telephone: (814) 835-6000
erioz@erioz.com

FC Mill Liners, Inc.
www.fcmillliners.com
FC Mill Liners, Inc. is the North American distribution operation of Fundidora de Cananea, S.A. (FUCASA), specializing in the design and manufacturing of high-quality mill liners. Founded in 1970, FUCASA has been producing mill liners since 1980 and has become a principal supplier of cast iron and steel mill liners for AG, SAG, ball and rod mill liners in North America. As we celebrate FUCASA’s 50th year in business, we are building on our history as a proven supplier through innovations that offer our customers the highest-value, easiest and most reliable supply of custom mill liners, period.

4729 E. Sunrise Dr. 502
Tucson, AZ 85718, USA
Telephone: (480) 622-1263
Kris.kidney@fcmillliners.com

FGX SepTech LLC
www.fgxseptechllc.com
The FGX dry cleaning technology offers an advanced new dry coal preparation method. In this process run-of-mine coal is fed onto the vibrating table deck by a feeder, forming a layer of the material of certain thickness on the table deck. Air is introduced and distributed throughout the table using hole of 1 mm diameter. Low - density coal particles gets priority to enter the upper layer and the high- density refuse particles sides towards discharge end because of gravity and thrust force of the riffles. The upper low-density coal is separated by the discharge baffle as low-ash content product, and the remaining materials continue to conduct next circulatory movement - An effective and efficient way to deshale coal without using water.

289 Blue Sky Pkwy
Lexington, KY 40509 USA
Telephone: (859) 263-8300
Fax: (859) 263-8300
fgx@fgxseptechllc.com
Filter Process & Supply
www.filterprocess.com
Filter Process & Supply is a distributor of various filtration products, many of which can support mining operations. One product we offer is Air Sentry, a desiccant breather that is a barrier between the mining environment and the oil/hydraulic reservoir. It will extend the life of the lubricant reservoir between changes by preventing moisture (humidity) and particulate ingress into holding tank. Equipment life is extended, breakdowns less frequent, and oil properties stay in specification. Filter Process also provides bag and cartridge filters for dust applications. Oil filters and separators, HVAC filters, simplex and duplex strainers, and liquid bag filtration are products we offer to support mining operations. For inquiries please e-mail sales@filterprocess.com.

45 Stouts Lane, Unit 3
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852
Telephone: (732) 329-2500
Fax: (732) 329-2600
Cell: (908) 596-1829
E-Mail: petewoj@filterprocess.com

FKC-Lake Shore
www.fkc-lakeshore.com
FKC-Lake Shore offers design-build-install services for innovative hoisting, elevator, and vertical conveyance systems used to transport personnel and material. Our Field Services Division provides 24/7 emergency repair of electrical and mechanical systems. Products & Services: vertical belts, skips, hoists, sheaves, elevators, cages, headframes, brakeman cars, controls, field services, and wire rope NDT.

1695 Allen Rd
Evansville, IN 47710 USA
Telephone: 1 (877) 554-8600
information@frontierkemper.com

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
www.flottweg.com
With over 40 years of experience in the US and Canadian markets, Flottweg provides Fluid/Solid separation equipment for precious and industrial mining processes. Our centrifuges dewater CRUD, TAILINGS, LEACHING RESIDUE, and many other emulsions resulting in high throughput and cake dryness.

10700 Toebben Drive
Independence, KY 41051 USA
Telephone: (859) 448-2300
Fax: (859) 448-2333
sales@flottweg.net

FLSmidth
www.flsmidth.com
FLSmidth is a world leader in engineering mineral processing, material handling and mine shaft systems technology and equipment, process plant and systems design and customized services for the mining, metallurgical and minerals industries. FLSmidth integrates metallurgical testing, ore characterization and process mineralogy, detailed design engineering, global procurement, process control, and localized services to ensure you stay competitive now, whilst preparing for future environmental requirements. We offer experience, proven reliability and enhanced performance from leading minerals industry brands including: Dorr-Oliver, EIMCO, FFE, Krebs, WEMCO, Pneumapress, Möller, Vecor, ABON, RAHCO, CEntry, Raptor Crushers, Fuller-Traylor, Conveyor Engineering, KOCH-MVT, Dawson, Summit Valley, PERI, Decanter and Ludowici.

Stop Dangerous Tramp Metals
Eriez’ Suspended Magnets and Metal Detectors remove tramp metals before they damage your valuable crushers and downstream equipment.

Eriez.com | 814.835.6000
At Forgen, we deliver even the most complex mine reclamation and remediation projects. We’ve successfully delivered large, multi-disciplinary projects for public and private sector clients across the U.S. for more than a decade, safely tackling complex challenges across the mining industry.

As one of the largest self-performing environmental contractors in the United States, our integrated environmental remediation and geotechnical construction services restore and strengthen our natural surroundings to protect people, communities, and the environment for generations to come.

6025 S. Quebec Street, Suite 300
Centennial, CO 80111
Telephone: (720) 266-6030
Email: info@forgen.com

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC
See our ad on p. 17
www.franklineengineered.com

Franklin Electric is a global leader in the manufacturing and distribution of products and systems focused on the movement and management of water. We offer pumps, motors, drives, and controls for use in a wide variety of mining, construction and industrial applications through our Pioneer Pump® & FPS brands. Franklin Electric makes choosing the right products for your water system needs easy. We collaborate with our customer partners to determine the best product solution suited for your specific application requirements. With Franklin Electric, you have confidence in knowing our team of experts are here for you every step of the way. From general dewatering to wastewater applications and more, Franklin Electric’s diverse product portfolio combined with industry-leading technical support and service tools, help save you time and money. Visit our website to view proven application capabilities for a wide array of industry solutions.

9255 Coveredale Road
Ft. Wayne, IN 46809
Telephone: (866) 271-2859
Fax: (866) 271-2709
Email: franklinwater@fepco.com

Gannett Fleming
gannettfleming.com

207 Senate Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011-2316
Telephone: 717.763.7211
Fax: 717.763.8150
fpirkle@gfnet.com

Geocomp Corporation
www.geocomp.com

Since 1982, Geocomp has provided the heavy civil construction industry with a unique suite of geotechnical services and products to help identify and manage risk associated with the design, construction, and operation of infrastructure in both natural and build environments. Geocomp provides geotechnical consulting, instrumentation & monitoring, structural health monitoring, and laboratory testing services on projects worldwide.

Whether monitoring the performance of tailings dams, slope stability for open-pit mines, or other embankments, our iSiteCentral® provides a digital bridge among your sensors, a cloud-based storage system, and your web-enabled device. Geocomp is dedicated to delivering best-value services with best applicable practices to help clients understand and manage their project risks with cost-effective and constructible solutions.

Geocomp’s testing division, GeoTesting Express, Inc., (GTX) provides the fastest turnaround time available for mechanical and physical properties testing on soils and rocks and has provided expedited testing in support of hundreds of tunnel projects – including providing drillability testing (based on NTNU’s 13A-98 DRILLABILITY Test Methods).

125 Nagog Park
Acton, MA 01720 USA
(978) 263-0012
Email: info@geocomp.com

Frontier-Kemper Constructors, Inc.
www.frontierkemper.com

Frontier-Kemper’s Mine Development Division provides comprehensive, mine development services to our owners and partners. With techniques such as Blind Drilling, Raise Boring, Conventional Shaft Sinking, and Slope Construction, Frontier-Kemper has developed underground mines for coal, salt, copper, gold, and other minerals throughout North America.

1695 Allen Rd
Evansville, IN 47710 USA
Telephone: (877) 554-8600
information@frontierkemper.com

GeoKON
www.geokon.com

Recognized as a world leader in geotechnical and structural instrumentation production, GEOKON has been manufacturing products of the highest quality for over 40 years. GEOKON utilizes state-of-the-art manufacturing processes and equipment to produce the best-performing products on the market. Collaboration of the mechanical, electrical, and software engineering teams at GEOKON creates highly innovative, accurate, and reliable instrumentation.

GEOKON offers a full complement of products for a wide range of applications, including tunnels, dams, mines, pipelines, embankments, foundations, landslides, bridges, and wind turbines. A worldwide network of over 45 agencies distributes GEOKON instruments to North and South America, Europe, the Middle East, China, Russia, Asia Pacific, Australia/New Zealand, and other locations across the globe. All GEOKON products are sup-
ported by an experienced team of factory-trained associates who can assist with instrument design, selection, and installation.

GEOKON has been awarded ISO 9001:2015 registration from both ANSI•ANAB, USA, and UKAS of Great Britain. The factory calibration program complies with the ANSI/NCSL Z540-1 Calibration Laboratory and Measuring and Test Equipment General Requirements, and all products have achieved Russian GOST certification for safety.

Telephone: +1-603-448-1562
info@geokon.com

GMS Mine Repair & Maintenance
www.gmsminerepair.com
We are GMS Mine Repair & Maintenance and we’ve been serving the Mining & Tunneling Industries for nearly 40 Years. Our deep experience and broad range of specialized services and products allow us to serve the customer with unmatched efficiency and scale. Our involvement encompasses a true turnkey approach, from engineering/design to procurement to construction. With an internal engineering department, three custom fabrication facilities, and of course, the industry’s premiere mining professionals doing the installations, we’re a single-source contractor. For our customers, this design-build method means efficiency, accountability and a culture of collaboration, with one point of contact and one margin across an entire project. More than providing trained professionals and quality products, we are first a Solutions Provider. We exceed expectations. That’s the GMS way of doing business.

Global Headquarters
32 Enterprise Drive
Mount Lake Park, Maryland, 21550
301-334-8186

Golder
Please see our listing on p. 41
www.golder.com
7245 W Alaska Drive, Suite 200
Lakewood, CO 80226 USA
Telephone: (303) 980-0540
miningsolutions@golder.com

Gomez International Incorporated
www.GomezInternational.com
Gomez International Incorporated is WBE/ WOSB Certified. With over 80 years combined experience, our team specializes in underground excavation, tunneling support, operation systems, TBM application, design, procurement, and sales. Our Licensed ENGINEERING/CONSULTING DIVISION can provide services from project concept to completion. Our MANUFACTURING, REBUILD DIVISION includes a complete machine shop, with certified welders located in Phoenix, AZ and can manufacture and refurbish custom designed equipment. Our EQUIPMENT SALES DIVISION has for sale or lease a wide variety of equipment to fit your specific needs. As an OEM Representative we are able to offer the following: Sagami Servo Grout/Slurry Plants, Peristaltic Pumps; Shin Tomoe Battery Powered locomotives; Mitsubishi Rubber Tunnel Entrance/Exit Seals; GIW Slurry Pumps; TJB Couplers; General Cable High Voltage Cable; Toshiba Motors; Tsurumi Pumps and Littelfuse Electrical Components.

Telephone: (520) 836-7869
Email: info@gomezinternational.com

Gradall
www.gradall.com
Excellent boom power and unique boom movements make these Gradall Series V machines ideal for mine scaling – even in hard-to-reach headwall locations. The two-section telescoping boom, armed with high-pressure, load-sensing hydraulics, telescopes and tils 270° to 360° to address hard-to-reach prying locations and avoid overhead obstructions. Telescoping out 22’ 10” to 48’ 9”, the low-profile boom has double rollers to handle the rigors of scaling and maintains consistent boom force through the entire dig cycle. The chassis is powered by a single Volvo Penta engine that meets the highest global standards including Tier-4 Final emissions, and the variable displacement high torque piston motor enables two-speed power shift-on-the-fly transmission. Maneuvering easily on rubber tires, the steering axle is fitted with axle oscillation assembly to create a stable working

Gorman-Rupp Pumps
www.GRPumps.com
For sewage bypass operations, construction site or mine dewatering or any other application where intermittent flow can be a problem, PAH Series pumps are dependable, versatile performers that help contractors and municipalities move large volumes of liquid – quickly. These pumps range in sizes from 4” (100 mm) to 16” (400 mm), provide flows up to 15,000 GPM (946.4 lps) and heads up to 575’ (175.3 m). Units are available in a variety of materials and are equipped with the latest in Final Tier IV engine-driven technology.

Telephone: (419) 755-1011
Fax: (419) 755-1251
grsales@gormanrupp.com

MAXIMIZE your productivity with TOMAMINE® M & AROSURF® MG, reverse iron ore collectors

Visit: Mining-Surfactants.com
Herrenknecht develops innovative technical solutions to sink vertical shafts down to great depths as well as to successfully excavate sloping shafts. The company also produces state-of-the-art deep drilling rigs that drill down to depths of 8,000 meters.

1613 132nd Ave East, Suite 200
Summer, WA 98390
Telephone: 253-447-2300
Email: dube.Steffen@herrenknecht.com

**Hexagon’s Mining division**

www.hexagonmining.com

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility applications. Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous — ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon’s Mining division is helping to connect all parts of a mine with technologies that make sense of data in real time. Driven by professionals for professionals, our solutions are tailored to your needs and delivered on your terms — short term, long term, for the life of your mine.

We bring surveying, design, fleet management, production optimization, and collision avoidance together in a life-of-mine solution that connects people and processes. Our customers are safer, more productive and can make sense of their data.

40 East Congress Street, Suite 300
Tucson, Arizona 85701
Telephone: (520) 795-3891
Fax: (520) 325-2568

**Hitachi Construction and Mining Products**

www.HitachiConstruction.com

Hitachi delivers outstanding efficiency, reliability and durability with its new EX-7 Series line of mining excavators, which were released in 2019. The lineup includes the EX5600-7, EX3600-7, EX2600-7 and EX1200-7—each available in North and South America. By focusing on haulers and shovels, Hitachi is able to put more design, engineering and expertise into building them better.

**Hardface Technologies by Postle**

www.hardfacetechnologies.com

Hardface Technologies by Postle offers a complete range of hardface welding alloys to protect equipment and components from wear caused by abrasion, impact, metal-to-metal friction, erosion and cavitation. We offer over 45 years of experience in the manufacture of Hardfacings consumables. Postle can customize products to fit your needs and provide technical expertise on the application of welding products. Manganese and iron base alloys, nickel and cobalt base alloys, and chromium and tungsten carbides are available as flux-cored wires, welding electrodes, tubular electrodes and thermal spray powders. Users of our products include mining, dredging, steel and non-ferrous metals, railroad, pulp and paper, oil and gas, ship repair, heavy construction/earth-moving, foundries, quarries, recycling, agriculture, sugar cane, petrochemical, lumber and logging, brick and clay, wastewater treatment, power and energy, and food processing. We also offer overlay wear plate for the mining industry. Overlay plate is produced with a smooth, low friction polished surface, reducing material hang up and maximizing flow. The finished overlay plate can be cut, formed, and rolled. The backing plate can be easily welded together or to any weldable structural material. Our products are formulated to meet critical specifications while providing excellent operator appeal.

5500 W 164th St
Cleveland, OH 44142 USA
Telephone: (216) 265-9000
mkorba@postle.com

**Haeny, Inc.**


Haeny, Inc., the North American subsidiary of Hany AG (Jona, Switzerland) provides industry leading grout mixing and injection equipment to the tunneling and foundation grouting industries. The Irondale, Alabama facility serves as the U.S. headquarters with operations including equipment sales and rental, parts distribution, as well as service and technical advisement.

Family owned and operated for over 140 years, Hany AG is a leading provider of pumping, mixing and injection equipment. The extensive product line ranges from large, automated mixing plants and high-volume pumping systems to compact mobile grouting units to serve any size job. The company currently operates in 27 countries and has expanded their network to serve customers in the United States, Canada, and Mexico.
Every single component – from the smallest to the largest – is specifically designed for more efficient hauling and digging. The result? Cost-saving efficiency, reliability and durability that results in a better bottom line. For more information about Hitachi, visit www.HitachiConstruction.com or visit your Hitachi dealer.

1515 5th Avenue
Moline, IL 61265 USA
Telephone: (866) 973-0394
Fax: (309) 748-0144
AlbrachtMeredithJ@johndeere.com

Holabird Western Americana Collections
www.HolabirdAmericana.com
America’s foremost authority on Western Americana and mining collectibles. We specialize in buying, selling and appraising western Americana, mining and gold rush collectibles, numismatics, exonumia, and western antiquities. Our auctions typically feature wide selections of coins, tokens, stocks certificates, documents, photographs, assay certificates, postcards and other antiques and collectibles relating to western history, numismatics and mining, dating from c1800 to c1930. We hold several auctions each year inclusive of some of the greatest rarities extant, working personally with our clients to help them build significant collections. We’ve become known for our well-researched histories on the mining companies, historical figures, and mining districts of the items we sell. Whether you are looking to expand your own collection or monetize your existing collection, the experts at Holabird can help turn your vision into reality.

3555 Airway Drive Ste#308
Reno, NV 89511
Telephone: (775) 851-1859
Toll free: (844) 492-2766
Email: info@holabirdamericana.com

Howden North America
www.howden.com
We engineer and construct large turnkey ventilation, refrigeration and gas cleaning systems, integrate equipment into existing plants, or supply stand-alone units for user-defined duties. With nearly 160 years’ experience it is little wonder that the world’s major commodities producers trust us to design, build, install and commission engineered solutions that offer the user exceptional performance and dependability, even in the harshest operating conditions. Our success follows from our professional engineers’ enduring quest to design the optimum solution for each customer, supported by a shared worldwide institutional knowledge base that is the envy of our competitors. We use sophisticated computer software and our international experience to examine multiple solutions for the customer’s application. The best option is selected for each mining or processing requirement, and then designed using sophisticated Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs. Tests with flow modeling software ensure the performance and efficiency of the design is optimized for the task. Howden products are manufactured in world-class facilities under quality assurance management systems certified to international standards. Our artisans have years of experience in fabricating hardware that has stood the test of time at site, where it matters most.

7909 Parklane Road
Columbia, SC 29223 USA
Telephone: (1800) 327-8885
hnasales@howden.com

Franklin Electric is your single source for engineering, manufacturing, packaging, and technical support for water pumping applications in municipal, industrial, and commercial markets. Maximize performance beyond the pump and choose Franklin as your partner for water systems.
HYTORC makes industrial bolting safer and simpler. With over fifty years of experience, we are singularly focused on developing the highest quality industrial bolting systems. HYTORC is the most trusted name in the industry. From steel mills and mining equipment to refineries, power plants, and wind turbines; we have developed solutions for every bolting application imaginable. For custom projects, our highly experienced engineering team is at your service to design the most efficient solution for your job with simple operation and economical pricing in mind.

We are consistently improving upon existing products, and developing new tools, based on feedback from the people that use our tools every day. Our latest product line features patented industry-firsts like hands-free operation to keep tool operators at a safe distance from the application, onboard documentation systems to provide job accountability and assurance, and industry-leading bolt load accuracy to reduce nut loosening and joint failure.

Email: info@hytorc.com

IDE Technologies
www.ide-tech.com
A leading global provider of water treatment solutions, IDE Technologies specializes in the development, financing, engineering, construction, marketing and operation of membrane-based and thermal-based desalination plants, offering cutting-edge, end-to-end water treatment solutions for Industrial Water Treatment and Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) purposes. With a proven track record spanning more than 55 years, IDE offers a vast portfolio of solutions and services, including advanced SWRO, BWRO and Thermal Distillation, as well as highly efficient Reuse & IWT solutions such as the MAXH2O DESALTER - ideal for treating mine impacted water, minimizing industrial effluents and reducing OPEX, MAXH2O PFRO - advanced high recovery RO water reuse solution for maximized water recovery, and end-to-end ZLD solutions - pairing IDE’s low-to-medium salinity water treatment technologies with Chem Process Systems’ crystallizers. IDE works in partnership with a wide range of industrial customers on all aspects of their water projects, producing more than 3 million m3/day of high-quality water worldwide, and bringing technological leadership, proven reliability and unrivaled delivery to all its customers.

5050 Avenida Encinas, Suite 250
Carlsbad, CA 92008, USA
Telephone: (619) 487-0760
marketing@ide-americas.com

IDS GeoRadar
www.idsgeoradar.com
The front-runner developer of slope monitoring radars for the mining and geohazard industry. IBIS slope monitoring radars continuously measure surface displacement on slopes in mines for use of safety critical monitoring with the goal to provide early warning alerts of changing conditions. Safety of miners, at-risk equipment, and prevention of production stoppage can be possible with 24/7 near real-time monitoring. This allows miners to proceed with confidence, avoid delays, increase productivity, and minimize costs. Any open-pit mine can be safely monitored night and day with our IBIS-ArcSAR, IBIS-FM, and HYDRA radar fleet when used with our advanced Guardian slope monitoring software.

14818 W 6th Ave, Unit 1A
Golden, CO 80401 USA
Telephone: (303) 232-3047
idra.geo@idsgeoradar.com

Industrial Scientific Corporation
www.indsci.com
Industrial Scientific Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Fortive, is a global leader in gas detection and safety-as-a-service solutions that keep workers safe in life-threatening environments. From the International Space Station to mines deep inside the earth, men and women around the world bet their lives on our work. We provide reliable single-gas monitors, multi-gas monitors and area monitors to detect gases in potentially hazardous environments. Beyond gas detection devices, we offer a full spectrum of software and services so you can make the most of your gas detection program.

Established in 1985 and headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, our global employees are dedicating their careers to eliminating death on the job by 2050. Industrial Scientific is the parent company to Intelex Technologies, the global leader in environmental, health, safety and quality (EHSQ) software. Intelex’s industry-leading SAAS platform is used by millions of people around the world to deliver safer, cleaner and more productive operations.

One Life Way
Pittsburgh, PA 15205-7500
Telephone: (412) 788-4353
Email: info@indsci.com

IoT Automation
IoT Automation proudly owns the FireFly Smart Lighting System. IoT Automation enables Real-Time Situational Awareness in underground mines and tunnels through connecting current safety and productivity solutions to the FireFly Smart Lighting network. The FireFly System reinforces safety procedures in the event of emergencies such as seismic events, gas leaks, fires, ground movement, and other mine/tunnel-wide emergencies through its customisable modes and colours that can provide red, green, amber, blue, or white tunnel illumination.

Email: info@hytorc.com

HYTORC Inc.
www.HYTORC.us
April 4th, 2021 marked an exciting milestone for HYTORC Inc. as the company celebrates its 30th anniversary.

Made in America -

HYTORC Inc. is producing top-of-the-line geotextiles in America and prides itself on providing excellent customer service, making sure to provide the right geotextiles for the right application at the right time.

HYTORC through its global operations provides project specific and highly engineered solutions to the mining industry. HYTORC’s solution design is driven by collaborative consultation with end users with the goal of;

Increasing operator and equipment safety

Increasing environmental sustainability

Decrease project implementation times allowing for faster delivery of mined product to market

Decreasing the all-in costs, both operational and capital

HYTORC’s geosynthetics materials and design services are optimal to achieve the above and is utilised on mining operations globally for mining infrastructure, materials handling, waste management and remediation applications.

Our expertise and experience extend above and below ground, from the pit to port.

Melchior Briers
Market Manager – Mining and Hydraulics
P.O. Box 411529, Charlotte, NC 28241, USA
Telephone: [704] 588-5500
Telephone: [704] 927-7907
Mobile: [704] 737-1462
Email: mbriers@HYTORC.com
Purposely built for underground mining and tunnelling, FireFly utilises industry-standard cabling and connectors and IP66-rated modules. The FireFly System is IoT-enhanced through onboard Wi-Fi and Bluetooth radios for wireless device integration such as asset tracking and proximity alerts. Through smart illumination and user-friendly controls, the FireFly System is a robust solution that any underground operation would be remiss to do without.

1624 Market Street, Suite 202
Denver, CO 80202, United States
Telephone: (720) 446-6603
Email: m.brown@iotautomation.com.au

Innovative Wireless Technologies (IWT)
www.iwtwireless.com
Innovative Wireless Technologies, Inc. (IWT) is an engineering focused company specializing in wireless communication and data solutions for commercial, industrial, public safety and defense markets. IWT is the leading supplier of underground wireless communication and tracking systems for mining and tunneling operations in the USA, as well as a trusted provider for high data rate transfer, wireless gas monitoring, remote tailings and environmental management, asset tracking, IoT solutions, and mine data analytics. Adopted by MSHA and several state Mine Rescue teams, IWT’s Mine Rescue System expedites rescue operations through rapid deployment of reliable wireless communication networks that improve the safety of rescue personnel and reduces search times. IWT’s team of forward-thinking engineers continuously develop mining and tunneling solutions to meet the evolving needs of its customers.

Always Thinking. Always Solving. Always Innovative.
Start the conversation today at iwtwireless.com.

1100 Main Street
Lynchburg, VA 24504 USA
Email: sales@iwtwireless.com

Iron Woman Mining Services, LLC
www.ironwomanancon.com
Founded as a Native American-owned company in 1999, Iron Woman is an employee-owned general civil contractor with more than 280 employees, 15 crews, and more than 300 pieces of rolling equipment, including trucks, trailers, and yellow iron. With offices in Colorado and Nevada, Iron Woman Mining Services, LLC employs a proven staff of mining professionals who have first-hand knowledge of mining challenges and a collective pool of expertise that covers mine operations from hard to soft rock mining using both open pit and underground techniques. Customer service is our focus and we work with our clients to deliver our mining projects safely, on schedule and on budget.

Carl Crews, Vice President of Mining
ccrews@ironwomanancon.com
Telephone: (719) 331-9306

Itasca Denver, Inc.
www.italscadenver.com
Please see our listing on p. 41
143 Union Blvd, Ste 525
Lakewood, CO 80228 USA
Telephone: (303) 969-8033
Fax: (303) 969-8357
itasca@italscadenver.com

Itasca International, Inc.
www.italscainternational.com
Itasca is a global, employee-owned company that provides engineering consulting services, develops numerical simulation software, and conducts sponsored research in geomechanics, hydrogeology, and microseismics. With 14 offices in 13 countries, our consultants solve complex problems for the mining, civil, environmental, energy, and materials industries. Since 1981, Itasca has combined practical technical and field experience with expert knowledge of advanced numerical simulation and engineering analysis. Continual development of our advanced, pioneering numerical simulation software sets Itasca apart from other geotechnical consulting firms. Itasca’s software (3DEC, FLAC, FLAC3D, InSite, Griddie, KATS, MINEDW, PFC, UDEC, and XSite) are among the most widely used and respected software of their kind. Our consulting and research activities focus on analyzing the behavior of excavations and engineered structures in soil and rock, including groundwater, thermal, creep, and dynamic effects. Software development is driven by our consulting work and research. This results in proven consulting services, powerful software tools, and advanced research capable of understanding the most complex phenomena encountered in challenging environments.

111 3rd Avenue South, Suite 450
Minneapolis, MN 55401 USA
Telephone: (612) 371-4711
Fax: (612) 371-4717
info@italscainternational.com

Jennmar
www.jennmar.com
JENNMAR is a global, family-owned company that is leading the way in ground control technology for the mining, tunneling and civil construction industries. Since 1972, its mission has been focused on developing and manufacturing quality ground control products. In addition to more than twenty strategically located manufacturing facilities, our brands include engineering services, resin manufacturing, rolled-steel and drill-steel manufacturing, custom steel fabrication, roof, miner, and specialty bits, chemical roof support and sealing products, and even includes staffing solutions and our own trucking company. Our brands ensure quality, efficiency and availability providing complementary products and engineering solutions. This ability to provide a complete range of complementary products and services ensure quality, efficiency and availability resulting in reduced costs, reduced lead times and increased customer satisfaction!

258 Kappa Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 USA
Telephone: (412) 963-9071
Fax: (412) 963-9767
sales@jhfletcher.com

J.H. Fletcher & Co.
www.jhfletcher.com
J.H. Fletcher & Co. is one of the top global producers of custom built underground mining equipment. The company has engineered and manufactured solutions since 1937, creating a diverse product line. Fletcher roof bolters are world renowned and accompanied by an entire product line, including: scalers, powder loaders, drill jumbos, and specialty equipment.

402 High Street
Huntington, WV 25705 USA
Telephone: (304) 525-7811
Fax: (304) 525-3770
sales@jhfletcher.com

Iron Woman Mining
Services, LLC
www.ironwomanancon.com
Carl Crews, Vice President of Mining
ccrews@ironwomanancon.com
Telephone: (719) 331-9306

Jennmar
www.jennmar.com
JENNMAR is a global, family-owned company that is leading the way in ground control technology for the mining, tunneling and civil construction industries. Since 1972, its mission has been focused on developing and manufacturing quality ground control products. In addition to more than twenty strategically located manufacturing facilities, our brands include engineering services, resin manufacturing, rolled-steel and drill-steel manufacturing, custom steel fabrication, roof, miner, and specialty bits, chemical roof support and sealing products, and even includes staffing solutions and our own trucking company. Our brands ensure quality, efficiency and availability providing complementary products and engineering solutions. This ability to provide a complete range of complementary products and services ensure quality, efficiency and availability resulting in reduced costs, reduced lead times and increased customer satisfaction!

258 Kappa Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 USA
Telephone: (412) 963-9071
Fax: (412) 963-9767
info@jennmar.com

Iron Woman Mining
Services, LLC
www.ironwomanancon.com
Carl Crews, Vice President of Mining
ccrews@ironwomanancon.com
Telephone: (719) 331-9306

Jennmar
www.jennmar.com
JENNMAR is a global, family-owned company that is leading the way in ground control technology for the mining, tunneling and civil construction industries. Since 1972, its mission has been focused on developing and manufacturing quality ground control products. In addition to more than twenty strategically located manufacturing facilities, our brands include engineering services, resin manufacturing, rolled-steel and drill-steel manufacturing, custom steel fabrication, roof, miner, and specialty bits, chemical roof support and sealing products, and even includes staffing solutions and our own trucking company. Our brands ensure quality, efficiency and availability providing complementary products and engineering solutions. This ability to provide a complete range of complementary products and services ensure quality, efficiency and availability resulting in reduced costs, reduced lead times and increased customer satisfaction!
John T. Boyd Company
Mining and Geological Consultants

John T. Boyd Co
Please see our listing on p. 41

www.jtboyd.com
4000 Town Center Blvd Ste 300
Canonsburg, PA 15317 USA
Telephone: (724) 873-4400
Fax: (724) 873-4401
jtboyd@jtboyd.com

KALEN Born ABRESIST CORPORATION
www.kalenborn.us

Kalenborn Abresist is a leader in the design and supply of wear solutions for a wide range of industries utilizing various mineral and metallic solutions. These linings and coatings also serve a variety of processing equipment including hydraulic and pneumatic components and pipes handling large quantities of bulk materials. The lining materials include cast basalt, alumina, zirconium corundum, silicon carbide, chrome carbide, hard alloys, trowelable epoxy, flexible wear resistant piping, anti-corrosion coatings and combinations of the above. Industries using these custom linings include cement, power, iron and steel, aggregate and mining, food and many more. Located in Urbana, IN, the company’s wear and abrasion resistant linings and coatings reduce downtime and maintenance and are marketed throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Kalenborn Abresist Corporation is part of Kalenborn International GmbH & Co. KG., a parent company with subsidiaries and facilities in Asia, Europe, North America and South America.

P.O. Box 38
5541 North State Road 13
Urbana, IN 46990
Telephone: (800) 348-0717
Fax: (888) 348-0717
Email: craig.frendewey@abresist.com

Keen-Summit Capital Partners
Keen-Summit.com
Valuable Mining Claims • Receiver Sale • Historical Randsburg-Red Mountain • CA • Gold, Silver & Tungsten

Keller
See our ad on p. 21

www.keller-na.com
Keller’s full range of geotechnical construction techniques has been applied to hundreds of mining projects. Our solutions for mining include tailings management, tailings dam stabilization, deep shaft and excavation support, mine abandonment solutions, groundwater migration control, instrumenta-

tion and monitoring and increasing mineral recovery with our patented leachate recovery process.

By connecting global resources and expertise with local knowledge and focus, Keller develops innovative, practical, and cost-effective solutions to geotechnical challenges. Keller builds projects designed by others and offers full design-build services for any geotechnical construction application.

Keller was founded in 1860 and is the largest geotechnical specialty contractor in the world with ongoing operations in over 40 countries across 5 continents. With a North American presence of over 100 years, Keller operates as the market leader with over 50 offices throughout the US and Canada and is the sole source for a complete geotechnical construction solution optimally designed to meet clients’ needs.

Legacy North America Keller companies include Bencor, Case Atlantic, Case Foundation, Hayward Baker, HJ Foundation, Keller Canada, McKinney Drilling and Moretrench.

7550 Teague Rd, Suite 300
Hanover, MD 21076
Telephone: +1-410-551-8200
info@keller-na.com

Kelley Engineered Equipment, LLC
Omaha
Evansville
Seattle

Kelley Engineered Equipment
Kelley Engineered Equipment (KEE) With over 25 years of custom equipment design experience, Keller has a long history of building and maintaining relationships with some of the world’s leading mining equipment manufacturers and end-users. KEE is uniquely equipped to serve all your engineering and custom equipment needs.

Kelley Engineered Equipment (KEE) with over 25 years of custom equipment design experience at Robbins and Kiewit, Brian and Cynthia Kelley founded KEE in 2007 to meet the growing demand for custom tunneling equipment. Now with a growing team of 30+ professionals and a new Seattle office staffed by employees who were previously with a major TBM manufacturer in the USA, KEE is uniquely equipped to serve all your engineering and custom equipment needs. Unforeseen challenges present themselves throughout underground projects, in response Kelley Engineered Equipment provides the highest degree of engineering services tailored to provide project specific designs for all tunneling and/or custom equipment requirements. The Kelley staff consists of professionals with decades of tunnel engineering experience, providing PE Licenses in New York, Washington, Texas, Virginia, California, Iowa, Indiana, Nevada, Nebraska and more all the time. Project challenges drive our innovative designs, coupled with unmatched customer support and quality, we focus on conquering operational difficulties and safety issues with elegantly simplified designs for complex problems. To better serve our customers, KEE is proud to represent Terratec TBMs in the USA and Canada along with Rovad Industries (TBM Cutters and Soft Ground Tools) in North and South America.

www.kiwit.com
Kiewit is one of North America’s largest and most respected construction and engineering organizations. With its roots dating back to 1864, the employee-owned organization operates through a network of subsidiaries in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Kiewit offers construction and engineering services in a variety of markets including mining; industrial; transportation; oil, gas and chemical; power; building; and water/wastewater. Kiewit had 2019 revenues of $10.3 billion and employs 23,000 staff and craft employees.

Komatsu Mining Corporation
www.mining.komatsu

Komatsu is an indispensable partner to the construction, mining, industrial and forestry industries that maximizes value for customers through innovative solutions. With a full line of products supported by our advanced IoT technologies, regional distribution channels and a global service network, we help customers safely and sustainably optimize their operations. Our Komatsu, P&H, Joy, Montabert, Modular Mining Systems, Hensley Industries and Gigaphoton equipment and services are used to extract fundamental minerals and develop modern infrastructure.

Kiewit
www.kiwit.com
Kiewit
Kelley Engineered Equipment
Kelley Engineered Equipment (KEE) with over 25 years of custom equipment design experience at Robbins and Kiewit, Brian and Cynthia Kelley founded KEE in 2007 to meet the growing demand for custom tunneling equipment. Now with a growing team of 30+ professionals and a new Seattle office staffed by employees who were previously with a major TBM manufacturer in the USA, KEE is uniquely equipped to serve all your engineering and custom equipment needs. Unforeseen challenges present themselves throughout underground projects, in response Kelley Engineered Equipment provides the highest degree of engineering services tailored to provide project specific designs for all tunneling and/or custom equipment requirements. The Kelley staff consists of professionals with decades of tunnel engineering experience, providing PE Licenses in New York, Washington, Texas, Virginia, California, Iowa, Indiana, Nevada, Nebraska and more all the time. Project challenges drive our innovative designs, coupled with unmatched customer support and quality, we focus on conquering operational difficulties and safety issues with elegantly simplified designs for complex problems. To better serve our customers, KEE is proud to represent Terratec TBMs in the USA and Canada along with Rovad Industries (TBM Cutters and Soft Ground Tools) in North and South America.

www.kiwit.com
Kiewit is one of North America’s largest and most respected construction and engineering organizations. With its roots dating back to 1864, the employee-owned organization operates through a network of subsidiaries in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. Kiewit offers construction and engineering services in a variety of markets including mining; industrial; transportation; oil, gas and chemical; power; building; and water/wastewater. Kiewit had 2019 revenues of $10.3 billion and employs 23,000 staff and craft employees.

Komatsu Mining Corporation
www.mining.komatsu

Komatsu is an indispensable partner to the construction, mining, industrial and forestry industries that maximizes value for customers through innovative solutions. With a full line of products supported by our advanced IoT technologies, regional distribution channels and a global service network, we help customers safely and sustainably optimize their operations. Our Komatsu, P&H, Joy, Montabert, Modular Mining Systems, Hensley Industries and Gigaphoton equipment and services are used to extract fundamental minerals and develop modern infrastructure.

LC Drives
LC Drives is revolutionizing the design and manufacture of power-density, variable speed, liquid-cooled permanent magnet electrical machines. The Company produces light-weight motors and generators that are purpose-built for a range of industries and applications.

Our CoolSlot™ innovation is a thermal management system designed into the area of the motor/generator that generates the majority of the losses — the stator conductors. This approach allows the size and weight of the machine to be 50 to 75 percent smaller than that of the world’s leading suppliers.

Our unique design enables the production of purpose-built electric motors and generators that are significantly smaller, lighter, and more efficient.
ONE COMPANY. ONE CALL. ONE CONTRACT.
FOR ALL ASPECTS OF GEOTECHNICAL CONSTRUCTION

The leading geotechnical construction experts in North America are now joined together to innovate and optimally deliver any geotechnical project.

By including all services in one contract, we streamline the process for clients and dramatically reduce their risk during this critical project phase.

Visit our website to request a copy of our calendar
Luff Industries Ltd

**www.luffindustries.com**

Luff Industries Ltd. has been increasing the performance of conveyor systems for 40 years. Recognized for innovative products, quick turnaround times and exceptional customer service, Luff conveyor components can be found in a variety of industrial material-handling applications around the world. Manufacturing a complete line of idlers for every application, industry-leading pulleys and many other products, Luff Industries provides the most complete line of conveyor components in the industry. All Luff products pass through a thorough ISO 9001 quality inspection program and are backed by a full two-year warranty. Using patented polymer end caps and sealed-for-life ball bearings in all CEMA B, C and D rollers, Luff idlers stand apart from the competition. Together with the optional High Moisture Seal (HMS), Luff offers the ultimate in advanced roller sealing technology. Built to withstand the harshest of applications, Luff pulleys are unmatched in quality and dependability; fabricated from heavy schedule pipe allows the shell to absorb more stress, reduce deflection and protects against abrasive wear. Contact Luff today for more information on how to increase your Conveying Performance.

235010 Wrangler Road
Rocky View, AB T1X 0K3 Canada
info@luffindustries.com

---

**LC Drives**

**www.lcdrives.com**

LC Drives is focused on several areas where our CoolSlot™ technology offers significant benefits above and beyond current electric motors and generators, including fans, conveyors, pumps, and more.

67 Main Street, Damon Hall
Potsdam, NY 13676 USA
Telephone: (864) 630-2679
Email: info@lcdrives.com

---

**MacLean Engineering**

**www.macleaneengineering.com**

MacLean Engineering is a mining vehicle manufacturer specializing in custom-designed mobile equipment for the global underground mining market. The company’s product line includes ground support and secondary reduction units along with a full suite of utility vehicles. MacLean has been innovating for hard rock mining safety and productivity for almost 50 years, supporting customers worldwide with branches across Canada as well as in the United States (Elko, Nevada), Mexico, Peru, South Africa, and Australia, along with a dealer network in Chile, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, and India. The latest chapter in MacLean innovation is the design and commissioning of a full fleet of battery powered mining vehicles, engineered for life underground, with over 30 MacLean EV units currently working underground in mines across Canada.

1000 Raglan St
Collingwood, ON L9Y 371 Canada
Stuart Lister
VP Marketing & Communications
slister@macleanengineering.com

---

**Malmedie – Couplings for Mining Applications**

**www.malmedie.com**

Malmedie® is a leading manufacturer of mechanical couplings for various industrial applications worldwide with extensive experience in the Port, Steel and Mining industries. Originally founded as a machinery company in the late 1800’s, Malmedie has developed into a specialist in power transmission by innovation and attention to detail. Based in Solingen / Germany, and with a US Sales office in Pennsylvania, Malmedie develops, designs, manufactures and distributes Gear- Drum- and Safety-Couplings (Torque Limiters) of the highest quality. Contact us today to discuss how we can improve your drivetrain safety and efficiency.

1275 Glenlivet Drive
Suite 100
Allentown, PA 18106-3107
Telephone: (484) 224-2949
info@malmedie.com

---

**MAPEI UTT**

**https://utt.mapei.com/**

MAPEI’s Underground Technology Team (UTT) provides a range of products dedicated to underground construction work. MAPEI UTT is a leader in supplying essential chemicals to TBMs in North America and around the world, with the

---

**Luvan**

**www.luvan.com.cn**

Luvan was founded in 2007 and focuses on design, engineering, fabrication and supply of the following solutions for mining industry:

1. Isolation Gates for bulk materials - Hydraulic or pneumatic powered units.
2. Ventilation Doors for underground mines – Heavy duty units for all applications.
3. Mine Shaft Steel – Serving underground mine projects with specialty items including guides, buntons, buckets, galloway, etc.
4. Modular Belt Conveyors, for bulk material handling – modular and custom conveyors to meet industry needs.

Anji, Zhejiang, China
Telephone: (86) 13758258328
fanxueqiang@luvan.com.cn

---

**More from**

Visit our website to learn more today.["martin-eng.com"](https://www.martin-eng.com)

Belt conveyors are the basis for your entire operation. Inefficient conveyor systems lead to downtime, lost production, and increased maintenance and expenses. Your bottom line depends on a reliable conveyor system, and Martin Engineering will keep your operation running at full capacity.

Visit our website to learn more today.

**MAPEI**


MAPEI specialises in supplying essential chemicals to TBMs in North America and around the world, with the...
products and expertise to keep TBM s running in an efficient, safe and environmentally conscious manner. Options range from a Mapequick CBS System (used for two-component annular grouting when combined with cement and water), to the Polyfoamer line (used for soil conditioning), to the Mapeblox and Mapeoil lines of greases and oils.

MAPEI UTT also supplies ancillary products used in tunneling, such as bentonite and polymers for excavation slurry, cementitious and chemical grouts for injection, shotcrete products, water-proofing membrane systems, and products for concrete repair. The UTT group is a successful division of MAPEI Group, which has provided proven construction system solutions for more than 80 years.

1144 E. Newport Center Drive
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442 USA
Email: hq.utt@utt.mapei.com

Martin Engineering
See our ad on p. 22
www.martin-eng.com
Founded in 1944, Martin Engineering is a global leader in making bulk materials handling cleaner, safer and more productive. The company supplies flow aids, conveyor products and expert services for a wide variety of applications, including biomass, mining, aggregate, coal handling, cement and other materials. Product families include air cannons, conveyor belt cleaners, belt trackers, impact cradles, modular transfer points, dust suppression and industrial vibration. With nearly 400 active and pending patents globally, the firm has earned a reputation as an innovator of quality products and services, backed by unconditional guarantee. Headquartered in Neponset, IL, Martin offers manufacturing, sales and service from 19 factory-owned business units around the world. The company’s series of Foundations books is an internationally-recognized resource for safety, maintenance and operations training, and the firm played a pivotal role in writing and producing the 7th edition of the CEMA reference book, Belt Conveyors for Bulk Materials.

One Martin Place
Neponset, IL 61345 USA
Telephone: (309) 852-2384
Fax: (800) 814-1553
rickf@martin-eng.com

MasTec Power Corp. EPC Solutions Provider
www.mastecpower.com
At MasTec Power Corp., we are passionate in our belief that “People Do Projects”. We are staffed by key management personnel that possess 30+ years each of experience providing innovative, turnkey EPC solutions and support for power generation projects. Collectively, our team has delivered more than 10GW of power projects, and our experience in the industry includes simple cycle, combined cycle, reciprocating engines, combined heat and power projects, distributed generation, waste to energy facilities, biomass, biofuels, and other alternative energy solutions. MasTec Power Corp. is a wholly owned subsidiary of MasTec, Inc., a $8 billion-dollar certified minority-controlled contractor.

Together with our parent company, we have leveraged our resources and our sister companies, to align the growth of our company with the requirements for power generation, inclusive of gas line, transmission line, substation and renewable energy solutions.

6446 S. Kenton St, Ste 100
Centennial, CO 80111
Telephone: (888) 4196432

McLanahan Corporation
www.mclanahan.com
McLanahan Corporation is an ISO 9001:2008 manufacturer of proven processing solutions to help producers do more than ever in today’s tough marketplace. From primary crushing to washing and classifying, McLanahan is here to help you be more efficient, more productive and more...
profitable. A trusted name since 1835, McLanahan equipment is used for crushing, breaking, sizing, classifying, sampling, washing, dewatering, feeding, screening and more. Sales, engineering and customer service personnel are constantly working together to improve standard designs to help producers do more with their resources. McLanahan Corporation has locations in Asia, Australia, Europe, North America and South America.

200 Wall Street
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648 USA
Telephone: (814) 695-9807
Fax: (814) 695-6684
sales@mclanahan.com

ME Elecmetal
www.me-elecmetal.com
For over 100 years, ME Elecmetal has worked closely with mineral processors to help them increase productivity and reduce downtime by developing the most cost-effective and innovative products and services in the marketplace. ME Elecmetal offers complete solutions that include impact and abrasion-resistant liners for grinding mills and crushers, using alloys and designs unique to each specific application. In addition, we also provide a full array of the highest quality grinding media — from small-diameter forged steel balls to 6+ inch SAG balls. We deliver value to our customers’ operations with innovative solutions based on proven performance!

Minneapolis, MN: (763) 788-1651
Tempe, AZ: (480) 730-7500

Messinger Bearings
www.messingerbearings.com
With over 100 years of experience, Messinger Bearings is one of an elite few companies capable of producing extra-large (up to 18 feet in diameter), custom-designed bearings for TBMs. In fact, Messinger focuses only on manufacturing new and expert repairing of large custom bearings for special applications. Messinger goes above and beyond supplying just the bearing, offering complete solutions (field inspection, bearing storage tanks, bolt torqueing, vibration analysis, etc.). With Messinger’s expanding core of expertise and experience, you can expect a quick response, unparalleled technical support, field service and timely delivery to better support the tunnel market.

Contact: Don Barnhurst
Telephone: (215) 824-4987
Email: dbp@kingbury.com

Metso
www.metso.com
Metso is a world-leading industrial company offering equipment and services for the sustainable processing and flow of natural resources in the mining, aggregates, recycling and process industries. With our unique knowledge and innovative solutions, we help our customers improve their operational efficiency, reduce risks and increase profitability. At the heart of Metso is our drive to make the big difference to our customers. We provide our customers with world-leading products and services built on technological excellence, experience and the highest safety standards. Our products range from mining, aggregates, and recycling equipment to industrial valves and pumps. Our customers are supported by a global network of over 15,000 professionals in more than 50 countries. Metso’s services offering covers the whole lifecycle of our customers’ products and processes. Metso’s comprehensive service network ensures that our customers get professional support whenever they need it.

2715 Pleasant Valley Road
York, PA 17402 USA
Telephone: (717) 843-8671
minerals.info@metso.com

MICROMINE
www.micromine.com
MICROMINE is a leading provider of innovative software solutions that span the breadth of the mining cycle from geological exploration and data management, to resource estimation, mine design, planning and production control. Pitram is a fleet management and mine control solution that records, manages, and processes mine site data in real-time. As a scalable solution, it is suitable for underground and surface mine construction, development, and production. Pitram records data related to equipment, personnel, and materials, providing an overall view of the current mine status, and therefore enabling improved control over operations. Greater control allows sites to increase production, reduce costs, and improve safety and business intelligence. Pitram’s sophisticated yet intuitive functionality makes it ideal for any mining environment. It has been implemented at more underground sites than any competitor product and is increasingly popular with sites using automated practices.

Email: pitram_americas@micromine.com

MICHELCS CORPORATION
www.michels.us
Michels is one of the largest, most diversified energy and infrastructure contractors in North America. Our extensive Foundations and Trenchless offerings are unmatched in the industry.

Michels foundation capabilities serve the deep foundation, ground improvement and earth retention requirements of the energy, heavy highway and building trade industries. Our design-build capabilities ensure cost effective, engineered solutions for even the most complex deep foundations projects. Michels professional engineers can design temporary and permanent solutions that are stable, durable and cost effective.

A sampling of our deep foundation services for tunneling consist of design/build for ERS systems, soil nails, secant piles, soldier piles, tiebacks, grouting, and steel sheeting. Michels has the experience in a variety of tunneling techniques, including Earth Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring Machines (EBM), hard rock TBMs, conventional drill blast tunneling, sequential excavation methods (SEM), remote-controlled tunneling systems and microtunneling.

We’ve also been performing trenchless construction, both installation and rehabilitation of pipes and utilities, for decades. Our leaders, managers, and field personnel have amassed an extensive resume of successful projects. This team has perfected an array of trenchless method to construct pipelines and utilities in places where open-trench installations would not be feasible.

We execute projects from rural settings to dense urban environments throughout North America and invite you to discover our new installation and pipeline rehabilitation capabilities.

Michels builds and designs to the specific size and depth you need to supply crews, material and equipment to your work area. Contact us today at 920.583.3132 or visit www.Michels.us.

PO Box 128
Brownsville, WI 53006
Telephone: (920) 924-4300
Email: eroncke@michels.us
Email: pitram_americas@micromine.com

Miner Elastomer Products Corporation
www.minerelastomer.com
Miner Elastomer Products Corporation (MEPC®) is a division of Miner Enterprises, a company founded in 1894 on the basic principle of selling high-quality shock absorption components. MEPC’s proprietary Tecspak® material is a highly engineered elastomeric product that absorbs more energy per unit of weight and volume than many known materials. This material has been applied to haul truck suspensions, mining shovel components, wheel chocks and other industrial applications. Tecspak® is known to lower maintenance cost and increase machine availability for numerous mining applications.

MEPO® also offers EU-ROLLER™ conveyor rollers. These conveyor rollers are more ENERGY EFFICIENT, more DURABLE and more COST EFFECTIVE than traditional steel rollers! EU-ROLLER™ are built to protect and provide longevity to your conveyor belt application. EU-ROLLER™ does this through our proven patented bearing cap and seal design which contains special seals. This design makes them perfect for harsh mining environments. EU-ROLLER™ are also designed to meet the CEMA 502-2016 standard For more information about roller sizing for your conveyor belt application please contact the factory.
Mineral Technologies Inc.  
www.mineraltechnologies.com  
Working with clients in mining operations for over 80 years, Mineral Technologies delivers innovative, and cost-effective process solutions for the treatment of Iron Ore, Mineral Sands, Silica Sands, Coal, Chromite, Gold, Tin, Tungsten, Tantalum, and a wide range of other fine minerals globally. Recognized worldwide as the go-to partner for process solutions across the project lifecycle from prefeasibility to plant commissioning and ongoing process support, Mineral Technologies’ offers a holistic approach to project execution that includes metallurgical testing, plant design, equipment supply, and technical services. Mineral Technologies supplies a full line of physical separation equipment, including bespoke and off-the-shelf modular plants, wet gravity separators, magnetic separators, and electrostatic separators, that maximize grade and recovery with lower operational costs.

24 Cathedral Place, Suite 208  
Saint Augustine, FL 32084 USA  
Telephone: (904) 827-1694  
Jessica.Stacy@mineraltechnologiesusa.com

Mining Equipment Ltd  
www.miningequipmenttld.com  
Mining Equipment has been supplying the mining and tunneling industries with quality rebuilt underground equipment for more than 30 years. The business has grown to encompass new ventilation equipment, Jetair fans, and new rolling stock, C.S. Card and Moran Engineering. Mining Equipment, Jetair and Mine Hoists International are currently doing business in North and South America, Australia, Asia, and Europe. Mining Equipment opened its first office and shop facility in Germany in 2019. They purchased all the assets of the former Muhlhauser company and now offer their full range of rolling stock.

484 Turner Dr, Ste 201C  
Durango, CO 81303  
United States of America  
Telephone: (970) 259-0412  
Fax: (970) 259-5149

MTU America  
www.mtu-solutions.com  
The world’s best mining engines. The world’s most productive mining operations count on MTU engines. Day in and day out, they perform under extreme conditions. MTU provides a complete engine lineup, covering a wide power range from 75-3,000 kW (100-4,023 bhp), as well as all emissions requirements. The robust Series 4000 is renowned as the industry’s best engine for high-horsepower applications. With exceptional fuel economy and power-to-weight ratio, it delivers reliable performance anywhere – from the icy mines of Siberia to extreme heat in Australia, and at altitudes up to 5,000 meters without derating. The Series 4000 is also available from Tier 2 to Tier 4 to meet every emissions regulation. In addition, EPA Tier 4 emissions levels are achieved with no aftertreatment. You’ll find the same dependability and cutting-edge emissions technology in the entire MTU engine lineup, powering just about any kind of mining vehicle or equipment from excavators to loaders, and from drills to large haul trucks. Support is always nearby, thanks to MTU’s worldwide service network. And if you choose to repower with MTU, our distributors and service technicians have the expertise to keep you going every step of the way.

Naylor Pipe Company  
www.naylorpipe.com  
Naylor Pipe Company has been the premier manufacturer of Spiralweld Pipe Systems for over 90 years. Naylor Spiralweld pipe is available in diameters from 4” through 96” and wall thickness from 14 Ga. through 1/2 wall. Naylor Spiralweld pipe is complemented with all types of fittings, fabrication and joint connections, including the exclusive Naylor WedgeLock Coupling, to complete your pipe system. Naylor Spiral Butt weld pipe features two welds along the spiral seam that creates a pipe structure in which the weld is as strong or stronger than the parent metal. The Naylor manufacturing process creates a pipe that maintains accurate diameter throughout its length. The uniformity of the pipe speeds connections, whether mechanically coupled or welded. Naylor Pipe Company. Serving the Industry Since 1925. For more information on all our products and services, visit our Web Site @ www.naylorpipe.com

Agricultural Technology Corporation  
www.nelsonirrigation.com  
Recognized as a world leader in quality and innovation, Nelson Irrigation Corporation is focused on providing exceptional products - including Rotator® sprinklers, pressure regulators, control valves, Big Gun® sprinklers and TWIG® Wireless Controls - for agricultural and industrial applications. Nelson products have a solid reputation due to a rigorous quality assurance program and the company’s enduring commitment to workmanship and customer service. State-of-the-art technologies, such as CNC machinery, robotic welding, plastic injection molding and automated assembly, provide a consistently superior product. A dedicated R&D team works closely with the customer at all levels and develops new products while also improving existing products. Due to the rugged durability of the Nelson Big Gun® sprinkler it has been used in the extreme environs of mining, time and time again. Nelson’s “Original” Big Gun - with over 40 years in the field - is preferred because of the ability to move a large amount of water in a short time. Using Nelson Big Gun® Sprinklers in conjunction with Nelson Control Valves and the TWIG® Wireless Control System provides a complementary design that uniquely improves efficiency and reliability. Nelson’s rugged 800 Series Control Valves have a field-proven record of success operating under Nelson Big Gun Sprinklers in tough environments. The modular design of the new 1000 Series Control Valve provides ultimate flexibility in valve style and connection type while simplifying installation, trouble-shooting and maintenance.

39525 MacKenzie Drive  
Novi, MI 48377 USA  
Telephone: (248) 560-8000  
Fax: (248) 560-8001

Nalco Water  
www.ecolab.com/nalco-water  
Nalco Water, an Ecolab company, is the leading global provider of water management solutions and expertise to maximize operating performance and minimize water and energy use for industrial and institutional customers. Nalco Water’s broad suite of industry-leading technologies and advanced chemistries are designed to meet today’s complex water management needs. As the global leader in mineral processing reagents and water treatment, Nalco Water provides essential expertise to the Mining and Mineral Processing industry with technical, economic and environmentally sustainable solutions from mine-to-mill. Our experienced on-site engineers help our customers achieve their goals by selecting, implementing, and optimizing water and process technologies to increase recovery, improve finished product quality, and lower the total cost of operation.

1601 West Diehl Road  
Naperville, IL 60563-1198 USA  
Telephone: (800) 288-0879  
Fax: (800) 288-0878  
customerservice.us@nalco.com

Netafim USA  
www.netafimusa.com/mining  
Netafim USA Mining manufactures and sells a broad selection of products that support heap leaching activities. This includes dripline, supply piping, air valves, filters, valves and flow meters. We also supply industry-leading design and technical support. With Netafim’s global presence and manufacturing facilities around the world, we provide mines of all sizes with the latest in technologies, timely delivery and support. Netafim USA also supports mines with a company-owned and operated recycling facility that offers an environmental-
**Nightstick**

Nightstick products exceed most competitor product performance characteristics such as lumens, candela, beam distance, and run-times. Our products use high-performance LEDs and are designed and manufactured using the highest quality materials, precision engineering, and state-of-the-art electronics. Our extensive line of professional lighting products includes flashlights, headlamps, and 50+ Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that surpass industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value with exceptional customer service, Nightstick – Life Depends on Light™.

640 S. Sanden Blvd.
Wylie, TX 75098
Telephone: 800-233-2155
Fax: 469-326-9401
E-Mail: dbox@nightstick.com

**Nord-Lock Group**

Nord-Lock Group

The strength of any Machine is defined by its pivots. Exposed pivots often experience lug wear, bringing costly and time-consuming repairs, causing significant downtime. With the Expander System by Nord-Lock Group, most repairs can be carried out in the field, directly in the worn mountings. There is no need for time-consuming and expensive welding and line boring.

Expander®

Expander is an award-winning solution with over one million systems installed since 1985. The design is adaptable for any obstacle or application, and has been used on a variety of the world’s largest Original Equipment Manufacturer machines.

Each Expander System comes with a full Lifetime Warranty. We guarantee your solution will perform as expected from the moment it is installed until the end of its intended lifecycle. Finally, a long-term permanent solution to lug wear.

Contact:
Don Tiskevics
Sales Director – Expander – North America
Telephone: (641) 230-3539
Email: Donald.tiskevics@nord-lock.com
Expander: 223 Industrial Street, De Witt, IA 52742

**Normet Americas Inc.**

Normet works in close collaboration with our customers. The process expertise amassed over thousands of mine and tunnel projects all over (and under) the globe translates into experience and expertise about what should and should not be done to achieve the optimum results. We utilise our process expertise into concrete actions and financial results for our customers.

Normet has a broad underground offering, including equipment for concrete spraying and transport, explosives charging, scaling, lifting, installation works, and logistics. We supply construction chemicals for sprayed concrete, admixtures, injection systems for ground and water control, reinforcement systems for high deformation conditions, waterproofing systems and additives for Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) technology. We have high quality and innovative rock reinforcement products that reduce the risk of accidents and facilitate high productivity in challenging rock conditions. Our services for underground mining and tunnelling, including supply of spare parts, rental equipment, equipment refurbishment, performance and field services.

1414 S Giadola St
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
United States of America
Telephone: (801) 596-4700

**Northwest Laborers-Employers Training Trust – Safety and Hazard Awareness for Tunnels (SHAFT) program**

The Safety and Hazard Awareness for Tunnels (SHAFT) program, developed by the Northwest Laborers-Employers Training Trust with input from a team of industry experts and stakeholders, is comprised of a blend of classroom discussion and interactive use of materials and mockups.

The curriculum offers comprehensive safety training for both new and experienced tunnel professionals; classes focus on tunnel safety, rail, and utilities.

The training facility, located in Elma, Washington, features a TBM mockup, rail, and access to 1,400’ of 12’ diameter tunnel – providing students with a unique educational experience.

Northwest Laborers-Employers Training Trust
27055 Ohio Avenue NE
Kingston, WA 98346
+1 (800) 240-9112
www.nwlett.edu
nwlabor@nwlett.edu

**Open Loop Energy, Inc.**

“Open Loop Energy, Inc. was founded in 1992 Open Loop Energy has offices in Safford, Arizona, Winnemucca, Nevada, Cedar Fort, Utah and Farmington, New Mexico. Open Loop Energy is ISO 9001 certified at all locations to insure the focus on enhancing customer satisfaction. Each location has Six Sigma professionals on staff that enable projects and daily tasks to function in an efficient manner. Sixteen staff members hold certifications within the International Fluid Power Society, with this knowledge comes application expertise. Our innovative focus begins with Hydraulic Repairs. New manufacturing includes HydroStruts for Cat and Komatsu haul trucks, Bladder Accumulators, and HydroSNUBB Snubbers for Electric Shovels. One Key innovation is the “Patent” Digital Controlled Water Distribution System known as DCWD-G2. This is the only system that can track and report water usage of water trucks based on the ground speed of the water truck.

1722 North 8th Ave.
Safford, Arizona 85546
Telephone: (928) 348-9200
www.openloop.net
emotes@openloop.net
Paterson & Cooke

www.patersoncooke.com
Paterson & Cooke USA, Ltd
221 Corporate Cir, Ste D
Golden, CO
80401
United States of America
(303) 800-6280
www.patersoncooke.com

Parsons

www.parsons.com
Parsons (NYSE: PSN) is a leading technology firm driving the future of critical infrastructure, defense, and intelligence. Our expertise in engineering, construction, technical, and management services allows us to provide innovative, alternative delivery methods to customers worldwide. We provide groundbreaking solutions to some of the largest, most complex tunnel and underground construction projects in the world. From planning and design through construction management and operations, Parsons provides a complete range of services for underground utilities, water storage, wastewater, and transportation tunnels, as well as underground buildings. Our experts are dedicated to overcoming the toughest challenges to help our customers move safely under or through any obstacle. Learn more at parsons.com/tunnel/

5875 Trinity Parkway, Suite 300
Centreville, Virginia 20120
Telephone: (248) 513-2391
Email: Steve.Minassian@parsons.com

Penn State Mining Engineering
Penn State John and Willie Leone Family Department of Energy and Mineral Engineering
www.eme.psu.edu
The Penn State Mining Engineering program prepares students for a career in the industrial minerals, metals, and energy industries that sustain the domestic and global economies. Importantly, the program provides an emphasis on sustainable mining through integration of environmental health and safety, and societal responsibility principles in the design and operation of mineral enterprises. Graduates of the program will be prepared to work domestically or internationally to develop and operate mines; or to work in supporting activities including engineering consulting, banking, equipment development and supply, regulatory enforcement, and research.

Contact:
Dr. Sekhar Bhattacharyya, Chair of Mining Engineering Program
Dr. Sanjay Srinivasan, Department Head, John and Willie Leone Family Department of Energy and Mineral Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
118 Hosler Building
University Park, PA 16802
Telephone: (814) 865-3437
Email: eme@ems.psu.edu

Phoenix Lighting
www.phoenixlighting.com
Phoenix Lighting designs and manufactures heavy-duty lighting for the mining industry’s harshest environments. The US-based company provides innovative, durable products that are built to last and supports them with technical expertise and outstanding customer service. Mine operators take advantage of Phoenix’s 78 years of industry experience to decrease maintenance costs, extend safety initiatives and achieve greater productivity. Phoenix offers OEM partner programs for equipment manufacturers and engineering firms. Phoenix’s new technologies for better visibility are made for the entire mine site. You’ll find Phoenix

Nevada Gold Mines is the world’s largest gold-producing complex
www.nevadagoldmines.com
The ability to couple custom designed synthetic screen media for the aggregate, coal, and mining industries is always providing solutions to operational and safety braking challenges.

PINTSCH BUBENZER
www.pintschbubenzer.com

Whether by surface or underground mining, generally millions of tons of material must be moved in order to extract targeted raw materials or minerals. Indeed, it is not uncommon that mountains are literally moved in mining operations. The often gigantic tunnel boring and cleaning machines, conveyor systems, bucket wheel excavators, special vehicles, material grading and separating systems, etc. are often in service 24 hours/day, for years. PINTSCH BUBENZER has been meeting the special challenges set by the complexity, hazard locations, haul roads, conveyor belts and infrastructure.

PINTSCH BUBENZER GmbH
Friedrichshuettestr. 1
D-57548 Kirchen-Wehbach
Telephone +49 2741 / 9488-0
https://pintschbubenzer.de/contact/daiel-hoffmans/

Pocock Industrial, Inc.
www.pocockindustrial.com

Site Access, Underground and Haul Roads:

The GEOWEB system creates a stable road surface, significantly reducing rutting/maintenance and improving cycle times. Unlike 2D geogrid systems, the GEOWEB solution allows use of local fill and bridges soft subgrades with a single layer.

Slope Reclamation:

The GEOWEB system provides long-term erosion control of slopes, and allows slopes to be designed steeper than when material is unconfined. The GEOWEB system supports a variety of infill materials, including topsoil/vegetation for sustainable vegetation, aggregate (waste rock) for permeable slopes and concrete for hard-armedored slopes.

Water & Stormwater Management:

Aggregate armoring of channels with the GEOWEB system allows for the beneficial reuse of waste rock material. Confinement in the GEOWEB system allows a smaller particle size to resist the same design flow conditions as unconfined rip-rap 2 to 10 times greater in size. This is a big economic and schedule advantage, since rip-rap is expensive and time-consuming to place.

Presto Geosystems offers a free project evaluation service.

670 N Perkins St
Appleton, WI 54914 USA
Telephone: (800) 548-3424
info@prestogeo.com

Purolite Corporation
www.purolite.com

Purolite is a leading developer, manufacturer and supplier of ion exchange, adsorbent and specialty resins. Headquartered in Pennsylvania, USA, we have ISO 9001 certified manufacturing facilities in the USA, China, and Romania and operate five global R&D centers. Established in industries such as hydrometallurgy, mining, metals plating, ultra-pure water among others, Purolite brings more new products to the market than any other resin company. We are the only company focused exclusively on resin technology. With the largest, most knowledgeable technical sales force and over 40 sales offices in more than 30 countries, Purolite can help solve your metallurgical process challenges.

2201 Renaissance Blvd
King of Prussia, PA 19406 USA
Telephone: (610) 549 1548
Email: Gabe.Austin@purolite.com

QSP Packers LLC
www.qsppackers.com

QSP Packers, LLC is a Manufacturer / Supplier of Inflatable Packers, 1.9” O.D. to 19” O.D. Inflatable Sizes, used for Wireline/Core Drilling Permeability Testing, Pressure Grouting, Foundations, Tunnels, Dam Stabilization and Repairs. Single & Straddle Systems, set up for Pumps, Pressure Transducers, etc. Environmental, Low Pressure, Fixed End Style, used for Groundwater Monitoring, Gas Leaks, in Cased Wells Only. Mechanical Packers for Freeze Plugs, Low Flow Monitoring. Let us help you with your needs.

2316 Inter Ave Ste D
Puyallup, WA 98372 USA
Telephone: (888) 572-2537
Fax: (253) 770-0327
info@QSPPackers.com
they need it, but also provide unparalleled service and product knowledge that sets us apart from other machinery distributors. We partner with to sell and service the mine productivity systems and equipment of Betek, Eichoff, Flexco, Kennametal, Krummenauer, MultiGear, Setco, Thiele, and Voith among others. Please feel free to contact us at info@rmwilson.com for questions and inquiries.

3434 Market Street
Wheeling, WV 26003 USA
Telephone: (304) 232-5860
Fax: (304) 232-3642

R.M. Wilson Co., serving the Mining industry since 1966, is a product specialist and partners with many of the leading machinery and equipment manufacturers around the world to offer engineered optimum solutions to the special requirements of the customer. Headquartered in Wheeling, West Virginia and with locations throughout the United States, we not only supply our customers with the equipment they need when...
Richwood designs innovative solutions for the worldwide bulk material handling industry. For over 40 years the busiest mines in the world have put their confidence in our problem-solving expertise. Clean conveyors and sealed and protected load zones for site-specific solutions mean lowered maintenance costs, safer work areas and more productive operations. Rely on Richwood for dependable conveyor accessories.

Richwood
www.richwood.com

Richwood designs innovative solutions for the worldwide bulk material handling industry. For over 40 years the busiest mines in the world have put their confidence in our problem-solving expertise. Clean conveyors and sealed and protected load zones for site-specific solutions mean lowered maintenance costs, safer work areas and more productive operations. Rely on Richwood for dependable conveyor accessories.

ROBBINS
www.RobbinsTBM.com

Robbins is the world’s foremost developer and manufacturer of advanced tunneling equipment for underground mining. Whether you need an access tunnel to reach a deep ore body or an adaptable continuous conveyor to solve your material removal challenges, we’ve got you covered. Robbins is a total supply company offering customized tunnel boring machines, conveyors, cutters, and more, as well as knowledgeable field service personnel and technical support. We know that even in the most well-planned projects, unknown conditions can interrupt your progress. That’s why it helps to have a team of experts on your side. With nearly 70 years of tunneling behind us, we can confidently say that experience is our greatest asset.

Contact
Brian.A.Hilk@Saint-Gobain.com
Product Manager - NA Sales Manage

Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology
www.rocktechnology.sandvik

Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology is a business area within the Sandvik Group and a global leading supplier of equipment and tools, service and technical solutions for the mining and construction industries. Application areas include rock drilling, rock cutting, crushing and screening, loading and hauling, tunneling, quarrying and breaking and demolition. In 2019, sales were approximately 45 billion SEK with about 14,000 employees in continuing operations.

Contact
Brian.A.Hilk@Saint-Gobain.com
Product Manager - NA Sales Manage

Sacrison Engineering
www.sacrisonengineering.com

Sacrison Engineering was established in 2004, providing engineering services to the mining industry. The firm can bring forty-four years of career experience in precious and base metals, coal and industrial minerals to meet your needs. The primary service areas are in Engineering, Construction Management, and Project Management with proven success in Mining, Geological, Hydrological, Environmental, and Maintenance Engineering at surface and underground mines and plants both domestic and international. Substantial calculation, design and construction experience can be applied using commercially available or Sacrison Engineering tools. Clients have received benefits ranging from construction and repair details to general engineering and project concepts. More complete information on the firm is available on the website or through direct contact.

Elko, NV
Telephone: (775) 397-2863
rsacrison@frontiernet.net
Schwing Bioset, Inc.
www.schwingbioset.com
As a recognized leader in the Mining Industry, Schwing Bioset, Inc. (SBI) provides Mining Pumps designed for paste, thickened tailings, slimes, and any other high solids slurries, pumping application. Delivering dependable service day after day in underground and surface operations, SBI pumps are known to stand up to the harshest of site conditions, proven by the many years of reliable operation in surface and underground mines around the world. SBI also offers high quality paste plant equipment including twin shaft batch mixers and specialized design services, fluidized bed drying technologies for internal and surface moisture removal and size reduction for a variety of coals, potash, salts, etc., Membrane Bioreactor technology for water treatment, and sliding frame storage bins for wet coal storage, paste, ash, biomass, wood waste, and sludge. SBI also maintains a significant spare parts inventory to ensure quick turnaround for customer requests.

350 SMC Drive
Somerset, WI 54025 USA
Telephone: (715) 247-3433
kkramer@schwingbioset.com

Schwing Slurry
www.schurcoslurry.com
See our ad on Back Cover
Schwing Slurry manufactures high quality heavy-duty horizontal slurry pumps, vertical slurry pumps, replacement pump parts, and provides pump services to a wide array of markets worldwide. Schwing Slurry pumps and replacement parts for Warman® pumps are the industry’s best source for supporting heavy duty centrifugal slurry pumps in industries like hard rock mining, mineral processing, power generation, aggregate production, or any type of slurry pumping application. Schwing Slurry specializes in handling the toughest and most abrasive applications, while supplying new slurry pumps with some of the lowest lead times in the industry. Our goal is to have the lowest total cost of ownership of any slurry pump manufacturer on the market today by offering the greatest value on capital equipment, the highest quality spare and replacement slurry pump parts and providing unmatched engineering excellence from a company that only focuses on one product: slurry pumps! With low lead times and attentive customer service, Schwing Slurry is one of the few remaining American ultra-heavy-duty slurry pump manufacturers delivering unmatched quality, engineering expertise and product value. Schwing is a recognized leader in slurry pump manufacturing, pump repairs, pump remanufacturing and quality replacement parts.

9410 Florida Mining Blvd E
Jacksonville, FL 32257 USA
Telephone: (904) 356-6840
Fax: (904) 356-4401
sales@schurcoslurry.com

Silver Lake Analytical Service
www.silverlakeanalytical.com
Silver Lake Analytical Service, LLC, ensures mining companies get quality grinding media. Silver Lake provides expert metallurgical grinding media analysis through new supplier evaluation, routine quality checks and breakage analysis. We deliver information you need to negotiate with suppliers of one of your largest budget items. Our lab only works with grinding media steels and is the only lab of its type in the world. An independent party, Silver Lake can help you shorten evaluation time and expense, and better control consumption. This often translates to production improvements.

Our process includes: • Hardness testing every 0.10 in. of an inch, surface to center • Estimating prior austenite grain size, surface and center • Full chemical composition analysis • Calculation of multiple chemical composition characteristics

Silver Lake can test new and worn media. Clients include Rio Tinto, Newmont Mining, ASARCO, KGHM and Freepoint McMoRan.

See our ad on Back Cover

Seegmiller International
www.seegmilliernt.com
Please see our listing on p. 44
Salt Lake City, UT USA
DrSeegmiller@Seegmilliernt.com

Sempertrans North America
www.sempertrans.com
For more than 50 years, Sempertrans has been manufacturing high-quality conveyor belt solutions to help customers accelerate their operational performance. Sempertrans ensures safe and highly efficient conveying even under the most demanding conditions and is committed to finding the most suitable solution to cater to customers’ specific needs.

We offer a broad range of high-performing convey- or belts for applications in the mining, cement and steel industries, as well as for other applications such as ports, power and heating plants, quarries and the chemical industry.

Sempertrans is part of the Semperit Group, which has been a worldwide leading supplier of natural and synthetic rubber products for more than 190 years.

North America Headquarters:
1380 Beverage Dr., Suite R-W
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
Tel: (404) 528-5755
To learn more contact a representative from our USA, Canada or Mexico offices at:
USA: sempertrans.northamerica@semperitgroup.com
Canada: sempertrans.canada@semperitgroup.com
Mexico: Sempertrans.mexico@semperitgroup.com

Sika Corporation
For over a century, Sika has been involved in highly challenging tunneling and mining projects around the globe. Sika supplies solutions for the largest and technically most complex projects – from below the Atacama Desert in Chile, inside the large Chuquicamata block caving mine, the Gotthard base tunnel 2,500 meters below the Swiss Alps to the New York City Subway lines, which are located below the water level. Sika is a specialty chemicals company with a leading position in the development and production of systems and products for tunneling, mining, bonding, sealing, waterproofing, fiber reinforcing, and protecting in the building sector. In tunneling, Sika has solutions for shotcrete applications, fiber reinforcing, waterproofing, concrete repair, and TBM injection products. Sika has subsidiaries in 100 countries around the world and manufactures in over 300 factories. Sika employs more than 25,000 people worldwide.

201 Polito Ave, Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
Telephone: (813) 285-2287
minieri.renee@us.sika.com

Signature Federal Credit Union
www.signaturefcu.org
Signature FCU is a full-service, nationwide federal credit union operating since 1970. All accounts are federally insured by the National Credit Union Administration for up to $250,000. As a not-for-profit organization managed by a member-elected board, we are able to give revenue generated from investments and loan interest back to you in the form of higher share savings dividends, lower loan rates, and free or low fee services. Signature FCU membership starts with just a $5 deposit into a standard savings account—no membership fees and no minimum balance requirements to enjoy all the products and services we have to offer. Become a Signature FCU member and apply for your SME Visa® credit card today at www.SignatureFCU.org/SME.
**SRK Consulting**

**www.srk.com**

**Please see our listing on p. 44**

1125 17th St, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80201 USA
Telephone: (303) 985-1333
Fax: (303) 985-9947
denver@srk.com

**Steinert US**

**www.steinertus.com**

STEINERT US is the North American headquarters of Steinert GmbH, the global leader in separation technologies. With a complete line of time-tested magnetic separation equipment and innovative sensor sorting systems—based on induction, x-ray, near infrared, and other technologies—STEINERT is the only full range industry supplier with more than 125 years of global experience. Our equipment is designed to maximize the output of mines under the toughest conditions. STEINERT pre-concentration systems integrate seamlessly to improve downstream processes while reducing operating costs with lower water and energy consumption. STEINERT sorting solutions extend the life of mines by upgrading low-grade ore bodies with sorting of waste rocks and maximizing recoveries which improves the profitability of the mining operation. Whether it’s precious metal ores, base metal, coal, industrial minerals or precious gemstones, STEINERT systems improve mining process precision and efficiency. For example, a 40% waste removal of a poly-metalic ore type could effectively double the grade at 95% metal recovery. In this case only 60% of the ore needs milling resulting in enormous savings on energy, water and processing. Excellent ROI have been achieved on such sorting applications.

285 Shorland Drive
Walton, KY 41094 USA
Telephone: (800) 595-4014
sales@steinertus.com

**SmithCo Side Dump Trailers**

**www.sidedump.com**

With superior stability, easier unloading, and fast cycle times, SmithCo’s side dump trailers can change your mine. Our custom mining trailers are at work around the world in gold, iron ore, and other mineral mines. Ready for highway or off-road driving, side dump mine trailers make opening satellite mines more feasible and can haul payloads of up to 100-tons per trailer.

Find out more at /sidedump.com/industries/mining, or call us at 800-779-8099.
30902 C-38
PO Box 932
Le Mars, Iowa 51031 USA
Telephone: (800) 779-8099
Get in touch online at /sidedump.com/contact

**Subhorizon Geologic Resources, LLC**

**www.subhorizonresources.com**

**Please see our listing on p. 45**

2215 Shasta Drive
Bloomsburg, PA 17815 USA
Telephone: (336) 416-3656
stroudjr@subhorizonresources.com

**Sizetec, Inc.**

**www.sizetec.com**

Sizetec provides not only sizing technology but also the highest quality screening equipment for the worldwide mining industry. Sizetec Screens offer the highest performance and durability in sizing, dewatering, and de-sliming as well as trash removal.

4825 High Ave NW, Suite 103
Canton, OH 44718 USA
Telephone: (330) 492-0682
Fax: (330) 492-9041
info@sizetec.com

**SlideMinder - Call & Nicholas, Inc**

**www.slideminder.com**

Since 2003, slope engineers and mine managers have trusted SlideMinder remote, wire-line extensometers to provide continuous monitoring of ground movement. With SlideMinder’s real-time monitoring, people and equipment can be re-positioned when there are unsafe conditions. SlideMinder’s durable construction provides unparalleled up-time and needs no routine maintenance from field technicians. This affordable monitoring system reduces operations downtime and saves time, money, and, most important, lives.

2475 N Coyote Dr
Tucson, AZ 85745 USA
Telephone: (520) 670-9774
Fax: (520) 670-9251
sales@cnitucson.com

**Strata Worldwide**

**www.strataworldwide.com**

Strata Worldwide, an international company headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, supports the global mining and tunneling industries with a portfolio of innovative safety products and technologies. The company was founded on a mission to pioneer engineered timber roof support for the underground U.S. coal mines. Since that time, the company’s focus has expanded over its 29 years and now lays heavily on tunneling, metal and minerals mining and surface mining operations. A selection of its most prominent products includes proximity detection and collision avoidance, emergency refuge chambers, underground networking for communications, tracking, monitoring and automation and a collection of specialized shotcrete and specialty resins. Strata always offers leading-edge technologies which are designed to optimize operations, support production, and enhance worker safety.

8800 Roswell Rd. Ste 145
Sandy Springs, GA 30350
Telephone: (800) 691-6601
Email: info@strataworldwide.com.
Contact Paula Gunnels
Telephone: (770) 321-2500

**Structural Steel & Plate Fabrication Co.**

**www.ssandpf.com**

With more than 44 years in business, SS&PF has the experience and expertise to budget, estimate, and execute complex fabrication projects from basic materials to exotic alloys. Our product offerings range from pressure vessels, tanks, ducting, bins, chutes, hoppers, pipe racks, bridges, and structural steel buildings. Our office is staffed with highly experienced estimator/project managers and our 90k sq ft shop is equipped with high-end automated machinery, 100T lifting capacity, a 15’x50’ post-weld-heat-treat oven, and over 75 craftsmen. We adhere to ASME & AISC standards with the certifications, endorsements, and quality program necessary to be a premiere supplier to the biggest companies in the mining, refining, and industrial processing industries. Our extensive list of return customers stands as a testament to our superior quality and positive customer experience.

125 W 500 N
North Salt Lake City, UT 84054
Telephone: (385) 243-9148
sales@ssandpf.com
This landmark publication distills the body of knowledge that characterizes mineral processing and extractive metallurgy as disciplinary fields. It will inspire and inform current and future generations of minerals and metallurgy professionals.

Mineral processing and extractive metallurgy are atypical disciplines, requiring a combination of knowledge, experience, and art.

More than 192 internationally recognized experts have contributed to the handbook’s 128 thought-provoking chapters that examine nearly every aspect of mineral processing and extractive metallurgy. This inclusive reference addresses the magnitude of traditional industry topics and also addresses the new technologies and important cultural and social issues that are important today.

2019 / 2,312 pages / Hardbound
$349 Member / $299 Student Member / $575 Nonmember/List

Also available as an eBook

This is a must-have handbook for industry professionals.
Order smenet.org/store | 1.800.763.3132

SME Mineral Processing & Extractive Metallurgy Handbook
TWO VOLUMES

CONTENTS
- Mineral Characterization and Analysis
- Management and Reporting
- Comminution
- Classification and Washing
- Transport and Storage
- Physical Separations
- Flotation
- Solid and Liquid Separation
- Disposal
- Hydrometallurgy
- Pyrometallurgy
- Processing of Selected Metals, Minerals, and Materials
Surecrete Inc.
www.surecrete.com

Surecrete Inc. specializes in the supply of bulk bag concrete, shotcrete and grouting materials to the heavy civil, geotechnical and mining markets across the US. Our product lines include a variety of concrete mixes as well as a complete selection of wet and dry shotcretes. In addition to our standard grouts, we are also the North American distributor of Nittetsu SuperFine Cement slag based ultrafine cement grouting materials. To complement our materials, we also supply admixtures, fibers, rheology modifiers and shotcrete accelerators. In addition to materials, we also represent several major manufacturers of equipment and placing systems related to the mixing and placing of our products.

19705 Scriber Lake Road, Suite 103
Lynnwood, WA 98036 USA
Telephone: (206) 523-1233
Fax: (206) 524-6972
info@surecrete.com

TAKRAF Tenova
www.takraf.com

Tenova TAKRAF is a global leader in the Mining and Bulk Materials Handling industries. As a key equipment supplier of machines and integrated systems worldwide, we are driving intuitive innovation. From in-pit crushing and overland conveying to integrated train loading and unloading, stacking and reclaiming, ship loading systems for mines, plant facilities, terminals, and port facilities, Tenova TAKRAF’s storied history and experience position the organization as the trusted advisor to provide optimized solutions that meet and exceed requirements and expectations.

4643 S Ulster Street
Denver, CO 80237 USA
Telephone: (303) 714-8050
Fax: (303) 770-6307

Telsmith, Inc.
www.telsmith.com

Telsmith provides a full range of integrated processing solutions to the mining industry with cone crushers, jaw crushers, vibrating equipment, portable plants, track plants, as well as full-scale modular processing facilities. Telsmith consistently demonstrates a commitment to customer needs throughout the product lifecycle, from experienced applications engineers designing a solution that enables customers to meet business goals, craftsmen utilizing the latest advances in manufacturing technology, on-site factory start-up teams, on through to parts and service to keep equipment running for decades, Telsmith continues to meet the growing demand for mineral processing equipment around the world with safe, efficient and profitable solutions.

10910 N Industrial Drive
Mequon, WI 53092 USA
Telephone: (262) 518-1452
Fax: (262) 242-5812
sales@telsmith.com

TerraSource Global
www.terrasource.com

TerraSource Global’s mission is to ensure the success of those that power, feed and build the world. Each member of our global team works tirelessly to uphold our position as the trusted partner for companies whose growth and profitability depend on the most innovative, durable, and cost-effective solutions for crushing, feeding and processing raw materials.

TerraSource Global consists of three legendary machine brands – Gundlach Crushers, Jeffrey Rader and Pennsylvania Crusher. Customers not only benefit from a large, diverse portfolio of proven, high-quality equipment and precision OEM parts, they also have full access to significant inhouse technical and application expertise and a proactive, professional customer-support team. All told, our unified company is uniquely positioned to ensure superior customer experiences and optimal return on investment.

We further differentiate ourselves in the market with our comprehensive Demonstration & Testing Center in Duncan, South Carolina, USA. This innovative facility enables our engineering and technical teams to quickly conduct a full array of detailed material tests on full-size equipment, thoroughly analyze the results, and then provide data-based solution options customers can use to make informed decisions about the equipment types that help them best meet their specific process requirements and end-customer needs, as well as stay on budget and minimize disruption to their operation.

Mining companies around the world trust the productivity of their operations to TerraSource Global’s broad portfolio of hammermills, roll crushers, jaw crushers, cage mills, vibratory feeders and more. Talk to us today about how we can help drive your success.

200 North Broadway, Suite 1735
St. Louis, MO 63102
Telephone: (866) 231 8153
Email: info@terrasource.com

TERRATEC
www.terratec.com

Incorporated in 1990, TERRATEC is a world renowned designer & manufacturer of Tunnel Boring Machines, encompassing all ground conditions and diameters – ranging from 0.60 to over 16 metres – as well as TBM back-up equipment, Raise Boring Machines and other custom-engineered products for the tunnelling and mining industries. TERRATEC’s success is based on the experience and excellence of its global engineering team. TERRATEC is also fully managed by engineers enabling quick and efficient solutions that meet customer expectations.

TERRATEC products are well-known in the industry as Robust, Durable and Safe, basic principles that must prevail in the design of any equipment made to work in the extreme conditions encountered underground. Providing Total Tunnelling Solutions, TERRATEC’s scope of work extends to custom engineering, as well as the operation and maintenance of tunnel boring equipment and the supply of ancillary equipment.

As a result, it is becoming more and more common for TERRATEC to supply a Total Tunnelling Solution package consisting of the TBM’s, other main equipment in the tunnel (Trains, Conveyors, Segment Moulds and Ventilation), spares and consumables for the equipment and a team of field personnel who assist in the operation and maintenance of the supplied equipment throughout the project.

TERRATEC offers full range of equipment from pipe jacking machine to open TBM, soft ground to very hard rock machine. TERRATEC’s continuing success on global projects is a result of tailor-made robust TBM design, prompt onsite assistance, readily available stock of TBM spares and highly-skilled specialised TBM support throughout tunnelling operations.

171 Davey Street
Hobart, Tasmania, 7000 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 362233282
Fax: +61 362233288
Email: info@terratec.com

The Grieve Corporation
www.grievecorp.com

The Grieve Corporation is a manufacturer of industrial ovens since 1949.

500 Hart Road
Round Lake, IL 60073 USA
Telephone: (847) 546-8225
Fax: (847) 546-9210
sales@grievecorp.com

The University of Alabama | Bama By Distance
BamaByDistance.ua.edu/sme

The University of Alabama offers over 70 premier degree programs in flexible online and hybrid formats that fit your life. Even while managing the demands of family and career, you can earn a bachelor’s, master’s or doctorate. Our online programs receive the same rigorous accreditation and
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approval process as our main campus programs. A degree online from UA is the same degree that our on-campus students earn. You learn from the same professors and you’re even invited to participate in the same graduation ceremony when you finish.

Programs designed for you include:

- BS in Mechanical Engineering (hybrid)
- MS in Consumer Quality Management (100% Online)
- MS in Mechanical Engineering (100% Online)
- PhD in Mechanical Engineering (100% Online)

Learn from the best to be the best. Earn your degree online from The University of Alabama.

thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions USA, Inc.  
www.thyssenkrupp-industrial-solutions.com

thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions serves the mining and mineral processing industry with the ability to design, supply, and construct a wide range of equipment including overland conveying systems, gearless driven conveyors, Semi-Mobile and Fully Mobile Crushing systems, primary and secondary crushers, Polysius HPGR and grinding mill systems, pyro-processing equipment, and bulk material handling systems. Our extensive range of mineral processing products and services are used in copper, gold, iron ore, cement, industrial minerals, and aggregate applications. Whether a conversion, optimization or a new plant is needed, thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions welcomes the opportunity to put our expertise to work for you.

6400 S Fiddlers Green Circle, Suite 700
Greenwood Village, CO 80111 USA
Telephone: (303) 770-0808
Fax: (303) 770-8233
tom.armesy@thyssenkrupp.com

Townley Engineering & Manufacturing Company  
www.townley.net

Townley Engineering & Manufacturing Company was founded in 1963 by J. O. “Jake” and Helen Townley and soon grew to be known as a pioneer in the application of polyurethane wear parts for mineral beneficiation in the mining industry. From the beginning their mission was simple, “to serve God is to serve man”, and they acknowledged God in every aspect of their life and business. Today, Townley serves the global needs of the mining, dredging, and energy industries from five manufacturing locations across the United States. Throughout the years, new manufacturing technology was added to the company to produce large bore rubber hose from 4” to 60” diameter up to 50 feet in length, expansion joints and a variety of rubber compounds for lining of piping systems and other process equipment. In 1982, Townley established a foundry operation which has today grown into one of the largest alloy white iron foundries in North America, producing a full range of High Chrome Irons, Ni-Hard and Chrome Moly Irons. Townley specializes in pump parts from 200 lbs. to more than 30,000 lbs. in weight, with parts for many common slurry pumps readily available. We also produce gate, knife gate and butterfly valves from 3” to 96”, MSP electro submersible pumps, hydrocyclones, Towniprene rotors, stators, diffusers, impellers, cell bottoms, dart valves and gaskets. Townley adds value by developing new solutions to ongoing wear problems with material and product innovations. Our focus remains today on finding ways to serve our customers with the ultimate goal of reducing their overall cost of operations.
10551 SE 110th Street Road
Candler, FL 32111 USA
Telephone: (800) 342-9920
Fax: (352) 687-1862
info@Townley.net

TUNNEL RADIO OF AMERICA, INC.  
www.tunnelradio.com

Through innovative technology and customized communications and tracking solutions we help clients ensure the safety of their people and the efficiencies of their operations in difficult environments and under challenging circumstances. Using patented, state-of-the-art wireless communication technology and software systems, unrivaled in-house engineering expertise and years of in-the-field experience, we are committed to providing clients in mining, rail, oil, gas and commercial industries with the security of knowing their communication systems will work wherever their people work.
6435 NE Hyslop Rd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
Telephone: 541-758-5637
Fax: 541-758-1417
Email: ryan.peterson@tunnelradio.com

Turnkey Processing Solutions  
Gototps.com
Engineering, Procurement, Construction, Management and Operations company providing complete business solutions
3326 Aspen Grove
Suite 312
Franklin, TN 37067
888-670-6795

Ultra Tech Pipe  
www.ultratechpipe.com
Since its inception in 1989, Ultra Tech has been a global leader in the design, manufacture, distribution and service of safe, quality abrasion resistant
VEGA Americas combines manufacturing, distribution, and service for products that represent the most sophisticated process measurement technologies anywhere in the world. VEGA Americas is a wholly-owned subsidiary of VEGA Grieshaber KG in Schiltach, Baden-Württemberg, Germany. A family-owned company, VEGA employs over 1,500 people worldwide, 300 of which are with VEGA Americas. VEGA understands the benefit of investing in community and employees, because it’s people who make the difference in achieving success. This success transfers to the solutions we provide to customers.

Vermeer Corporation
www.vermeer.com
Vermeer Corporation delivers a real impact in a progressing world through the manufacture of high-quality surface mining equipment that is helping companies extract materials in more efficient and sustainable ways. With a reputation for durability and reliability, that equipment is backed by localized customer service and support provided by independent dealers around the world. To learn about Vermeer Corporation, products, the dealer network and financing options, visit vermeer.com.

1210 Vermeer Road East
Pella, IA 50219 USA
Telephone: (641) 621-8518
rbenbo@vermeer.com

Virginia Tech Department of Mining and Minerals Engineering
www.mining.vt.edu
Virginia Tech’s Department of Mining and Minerals Engineering is one of the largest minerals-related programs in North America, enjoying a strong international reputation for its academic, research and public service programs. With 10 tenure track plus additional research and instructional faculty, over 35 graduate students, and expenditures in excess of $4M per year, our research program is stronger than ever with a broad focus on issues critical to the modern resource industries. The Department is housed within a nationally ranked College of Engineering and is home to two acclaimed research centers: the Virginia Center for Coal and Energy Research and the Center for Advanced Separation Technologies. The Department is currently engaged in a wide range of research efforts including sustainable mineral and energy resource development, occupational health and safety, mine ventilation and mine fire modeling, optimizing separation processes, coalbed methane and shale gas recovery, and advanced instrumentation and monitoring methods for underground mines. For information about collaborative research with Virginia Tech’s Mining and Minerals Engineering Department, or to inquire about potential graduate research opportunities, please contact the department.

mineinfo@vt.edu
Surge Building 118A, Virginia Tech 400 Stanger Street
Blacksburg, VA 24061 USA
Telephone: (540) 231-6671

Virta
www.virtainc.com
Virta specializes in the custom design and supply of bulk material handling systems to industries worldwide, including overland & plant conveyors, feeders, chutes, transfer structures, crushing & screening plants, stockpile & reclaim equipment, and electrical & control systems. Our multi-disciplined, industry-renowned team offers complete system solutions for mines, mineral processing, ports & terminals, fertilizer & chemical plants, power plants, and steel mills, with expertise in the handling of ores, concentrates, chemicals, coal, coke and dry tailings. Belt conveyor expertise
MASS FLOW ON CONVEYORS
WeighTrac 31

Keep the conveyor moving with non-contact radiometric sensors. VEGA’s WeighTrac 31 is easily retrofitted onto any type of conveyor for a reliable mass flow measurement. Dust, dirt, and vibrations have no effect on measurement accuracy, so there’s no need for regular maintenance or calibrations. Reliable, accurate, and long-lasting radiometric sensors keep the right amount of material moving.

For more info about VEGA visit vega.com
includes dynamic analysis, DEM, horizontal curves and regenerative systems. With international global supply chain and steel fabrication, and global affiliate offices, Virta executes projects worldwide including local engineering support, international logistics management, fast-track scheduling, and modularization capabilities.

5909 Sea Lion Place, Suite B
Carlsbad, California 92010 USA
Telephone: (949) 349-7070
info@virtainc.com

Weir Minerals
www.global.weir
Weir Minerals delivers end-to-end solutions for all mining, dewatering, transportation, milling, processing and waste management activities. We work in partnership with our customers to solve their toughest operating challenges safely, efficiently and sustainably. Weir Minerals has an advanced product range incorporating brands such as Warman® centrifugal slurry pumps, GEHO® PD slurry pumps, Linatex® rubber products, Vulco® wear resistant linings, Cavex® hydrocyclones, Trio® crushers and screens, Enduron® commination equipment, Isoget® slurry valves, Multiflo® mine dewatering solutions, Aspir™ centrifuges, Accumunt™ lubricators and Lewis® Pumps—covering virtually any application, in any environment. The comprehensive portfolio of high-performance pumps and superior minerals processing equipment is designed and manufactured to meet the highest specifications for robust and reliable use in the world’s most demanding environments. The Weir Minerals global network ensures they are close to their customer wherever they may base their local operations.

2701 S Stoughton Road
Madison, WI 53716 USA
us.minerals@mail.weir

West Virginia University
Department of Mining Engineering
https://mine.statler.wvu.edu/
The Department of Mining Engineering at West Virginia University provides educational programs at the bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels. Degree options at the undergraduate level include mining engineering, and dual degree programs in mining engineering and civil and environmental engineering, mining engineering and civil engineering and mining engineering and geology. At the graduate level, degrees are offered in mining engineering and mineral processing. Our mission is to produce graduates who are thoroughly prepared to meet the operational and engineering challenges of the mining industry, and to continue their studies in graduate programs. For more information about our Department, please visit https://mine.statler.wvu.edu/

Department of Mining Engineering
1374 Evansdale Drive, PO Box 6070
Morgantown, WV 26506
Email: Vlad.Kecjovic@mail.wvu.edu
Telephone: (304) 293-7680

Wingfield Scale & Measure
www.wingfieldscale.com
Since 1937, this third-generation family business provides innovative weighing and measuring solutions in one of the world’s most enduring industries. Wingfield continues to bring new services and products to the global industry and specifically to the mining industry at large. Measurement - Surface and Underground Mining services focused on UAVs, LiDAR scanning, inventories / stockpiles, geotechnical data capture, and more. WingScan - LiDAR system designed specifically for conveyer, truck, or rail to capture and manage real time inventories. Scales - Sales, repair, and certification of various types of scales ranging from laboratory, belt, pallet, truck, and including rail scales. Rental Scales - Long or short term rental scales in addition to large factory inventories. If you have questions, needs, or projects that are focused on inventories or measuring products contact Wingfield Scale & Measure.

2205 S Holtzclaw Ave
Chattanooga, TN 37404
Telephone: (423) 698-0100
Email: info@wingfieldscale.com
232 short tons, the enormous Wirtgen 4200 SM surface miner cuts rock and selectively mines coal and iron ore. It’s available in both soft- and hard-rock configurations. The flagship 4200 SM is complemented by the less-large 220 SMi, 220 SMi 3.8 and 2500 SM surface miners, all of which combine flexibility with supreme performance when mining soft or hard material without blasting. Kleemann manufactures MOBICAT mobile primary jaw crushers on crawler chassis with feeding unit, pre-screen and conveyors, from 100 to 1,000 t/h capacity; MOBIREX mobile secondary impactors on crawler chassis with feeding unit, pre-screen and conveyors, from 100 to 1,000 t/h capacity; MOBIFOX mobile secondary crushing machines with feeding unit, impact crushe...
what we’ve successfully done ourselves. The techniques and practices are simple: instead of programs or processes that create more work, our tools are simply things that leaders do to lead — better. The tools can be immediately put into practice and will start making a difference immediately.

All of which makes what we teach powerful!

Now you can experience the training for yourself, In-person or virtually. You may qualify to attend as our guest.

5815 Benning Dr
Houston, TX 77096-6028
Telephone: (307) 680-4359
Email: gsrivenes@balmert.com
Telephone: (281) 359-7234
Email: vspignolet@balmert.com

CDM Smith
www.cdmsmith.com
CDM Smith is a leader in underground space and tunnel engineering. Working collaboratively with our clients, we employ our extensive global tunnel design and construction experience to develop holistic and optimal solutions for a wide range of projects. With our experience encompassing soft ground, mixed face, and rock tunnels and excavations, CDM Smith offers a unique perspective and skillset that addresses the specific needs of each project. Our capabilities include tunnel engineering, geotechnical engineering, geotechnical data and baseline reports, lining and structural engineering, numerical analysis, ground improvement and ground freezing design, deep excavations and ground support design, groundwater modeling, and soil and rock testing. Tunneling/ground engineering is unique—it crosses market sector boundaries. CDM Smith’s global tunneling assignments are executed within all market sectors, including transportation, environment, water/wastewater, and mining.

75 State Street, Suite 701
Boston, MA 02109
Telephone: (617) 452-6399
Email: SchultzMS@cdmsmith.com

Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
www.cecinc.com

CDG Engineers Inc
www.cdgeengineers.com
CDG Engineers is an A/E firm working primarily for mining, electric utility, industrial and infrastructure clients. Firm expertise includes bulk materials handling, loading and unloading (truck, rail and marine), dust mitigation and control, special structures, railroad facilities, shipping terminals, mine site work and facilities, permitting, post-mine topography restoration, industrial facilities and equipment, automation improvements, adaptive re-use studies, buildings (new construction, renovations and interior space conversions), public works and infrastructure improvements for roads, bridges, culverts, storm water drainage and control systems, stream bank and channel restoration, utility system relocations and installations. St. Louis office: One Campbell Plaza; St. Louis, MO 63139

2340 Wetlands Drive, Suite 101
Sheridan, WY 82801 USA
Telephone: (307) 673-1644
RDestefano@cdgeengineers.com

Continental Placer Inc.
www.continentalplacer.com
Continental Placer Inc. is a multi-disciplinary consulting firm providing interrelated geologic and environmental services to a wide range of clients. Since 1988, Continental Placer’s professional geologists, environmental specialists and technical staff have maintained a distinguished reputation as a client-focused consulting firm, with the highest level of expertise, in projects such as Exploration and Valuations, Mine Planning, Mine Safety and Health, Expert Testimony, Geologic Mapping, Environmental Permitting, Environmental Assessments & Compliance, Groundwater Resources, Due Diligence, and Drone Surveying. Continental Placer Inc. strives to understand the needs and requirements of each client, and frames our approach around operating parameters tailored specifically to each individual client. We are committed to working closely with our clients to develop realistic, cost-effective solutions that meet their immediate and long-term needs. We develop strategies that not only protect our client’s interests but also meet the regulatory requirements set forth by local, state and federal agencies. As evidenced by our outstanding number of repeat clients, Continental Placer Inc. offers cost effective, efficient, and professional quality consulting services.

5010 Lenker Street, Suite 200
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050 USA
Telephone: (717) 975-2862
mmoore@continentalplacer.com

Birak Consulting
www.birakconsulting.com
Registered Member SME and Fellow AusIMM specializing in precious and base metals across the spectrum of exploration through production. Experienced in property and project review and evaluation, exploration strategy, design, metrics and results evaluation as well as mineral resource assessment and compliance.

2142 E Sundown Dr
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83815 USA
Telephone: (208) 699-4015
dbirak1@outlook.com

Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
www.cecinc.com

CorrStore - NACE International
www.corrstore.com
CorrStore is a one-stop shop for anything corrosion related. Our vast knowledge base is provided by NACE International, the Worldwide Corrosion Authority! If you’re looking for books, standards, reports, or information on how corrosion affects your bottom line, we’ve got the knowledge at your fingertips. Many of our titles are available in E-book format so you can download right away.

15835 Park Ten Place
Houston, TX 77084 USA
Telephone: (281) 228-6423
first.service@nace.org

Darco Energy Management Corporation
Please see our listing on p. 10
Roger A. Daugherty
Certified Senior Appraiser. FAANA
President, BS Mine Engineering
13 Cutter Circle, Bluffton, SC 29909
Mobile: (606) 794-3234
Home: (843) 707-1936

D’Appolonia Engineering
www.dappolonia.com
With a strong foundation built of tradition and quality, D’Appolonia has grown to be recognized as a mining industry leader in geotechnical, civil and environmental engineering design and support services. D’Appolonia authored the industry’s first coal refuse disposal facility design manual in 1975 and led a team that updated the manual for MSHA in 2009 which was adopted as the “industry standard.” D’Appolonia’s solid reputation in the mining industry consists of experience with: design and permitting coal refuse disposal facilities, site development of mining operations, site reclama-
tion, new impoundments, facility life extension via upstream construction, and combined refuse/com-
bustion waste disposal. The engineering support D’Appolonia routinely provides on site development
projects include: foundations, site layout and grad-
ing, storm water management, water supply, slope stabilization, ground improvement, conveyance and treatment of AMD, and addressing geologic hazards such as ground subsidence, expansive materials, construction in mine spoil and other unstable materials.

701 Rodi Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15235-4559 USA
mhsebastian@dappolonia.com

DHI Water & Environment, Inc.
www.dhigroup.com
Please see our listing on p. 11

Dr. Sauer & Partners Corporation
www.dr-sauer.com
Dr. Sauer & Partners is an independent consultancy specialized in providing the full range of design and construction management services for underground tunnelling and infrastructure projects. The company has nearly 40 years’ experience delivering innovative, cost-effective designs, providing solutions for some of the world’s most challenging tunnelling projects for metro, highway, water, rail and mining, and in any type of geology.

Services delivered include initial consultation and feasibility studies, final design, temporary works, supervision and construction management, tunnel inspection and condition surveys, rehabilitation, waterproofing and water control, geotechnical engineering, and mining support services. Dr. Sauer & Partners’ approach is to work collaboratively and integrate fully with all disciplines (design and construction) on a project to achieve a robust and innovative solution.

560 Herndon Parkway, Suite 310
Herndon, VA 20170-5240, USA
T: +1 (0) 703 707 0700
E: washington@dr-sauer.com

Dos Santos International
www.dossantosintl.com
Please see our listing on p. 11

Eavenson Auchmuty &
Greenwald
www.eagmc1920.com
Delivering Services to Mining & Heavy Industry since 1920.
Three Church Street, PO Box 529
Lawrence, PA 15055 USA
Telephone: (724) 940-594
Fax: (724) 299-3447
egh@eagmc1920.com

Eclipse Mining Technologies
www.eclipsemining.com
Please see our listing on p. 11

3602 E Fort Lowell Road
Tucson, AZ 85716
Telephone: (520) 372-7345
info@eclipsemining.com

Gall Zeidler Consultants
Geotechnical | Tunnel Design | Engineering

Gall Zeidler Consultants
Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
www.gzconsultants.com
Gall Zeidler Consultants is an international engineering consultancy specialized in solutions for tunnel and underground schemes. We provide geotechnical and tunnel engineering services along with consultancy in tunnel construction as well as program and construction management. We use our wide range of expertise in mining, transportation, infrastructure, and water conveyance projects to help our clients overcome difficult ground conditions and to provide a superior product from its first conceptual phases to its turn-key completion. We excel in providing tailor made solutions for mining projects with challenging ground conditions by innovatively combining conventional (SEM and drill-and-blast), cut-and-cover, and mechanical (TBM) tunnelling methods with state-of-the-art ground improvement and waterproofing techniques. With decades of international experience in all areas of underground construction, we are a global leader in our field and have successfully completed over 300 miles of tunnels worldwide.

Gall Zeidler Consultants (Headquarters)
44345 Premier Plaza, Suite 210
Ashburn, VA 20147
USA
Telephone: (703) 726-2700
Fax: (703) 726-6999
Email: office@gzconsultants.com

Gannett Fleming
www.gannettfleming.com
Gannett Fleming maintains a high level of technical, scientific, regulatory, and management expertise to serve mining interests, including planning, permitting, facility and utility design, closure, and reclamation. Our services include the design of power systems, facility site design, utility design, and dam safety and risk analysis services. We also provide program management, construction management, and construction inspection services. Gannett Fleming continues to be a leader in global infrastructure solutions focusing on planning, design, technology, and construction management services for a diverse array of markets and disciplines. With more than 2,500+ highly qualified professionals across more than 60 offices worldwide, we are united in an unyielding commitment to deliver excellence to every client and every project, every day.

207 Senate Avenue
Camp Hill, PA 17011-2316
Telephone: (717) 763-7211
Dean B. Durkee, PhD, PE
Email: Ddurkee@gfnet.com

GeoTDR Inc
www.geic2000.com
GeoTDR applies Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) technology throughout the world for automated remote monitoring of subsidence over active and abandoned underground mines as well as monitoring sinkhole subsidance in karst areas. GeoTDR is also being used for automated remote monitoring of high walls, embankment slopes and impoundment slopes. GeoTDR is a subsidiary of Geotechnical Consultants, Inc. which provides geo-technical engineering, environmental services, and construction materials engineering and testing.

720 Greencrest Dr
Westerville, OH 43081 USA
Telephone: (614) 895-1400
Fax: (614) 95-1171
kevin@geotdr.com

Golder
www.golder.com
From pre-feasibility to mine closure, Golder, a member of WSP, thrives on the challenges that mining presents. Our team of professionals in Mine Water, Mine Waste, Mine Environment, Mine Infrastructure and Mine Engineering, Stability, and Geology have a long history of delivering excellence to our mining clients across North America and the world.

7245 W Alaska Drive, Suite 200
Lakewood, CO 80226 USA
Telephone: (303) 980-0540
miningsolutions@golder.com

HNTB Corporation
HNTB Corporation is an employee-owned infra-
structure solutions firm serving public and private owners and contractors. Professionals nationwide deliver a full range of innovative solutions on a wide range of tunnels, including cut-and-cover, tunnel boring machine (TBM) tunnels, conventional
Howden North America
www.howden.com
We engineer and construct large turnkey ventilation, refrigeration and gas cleaning systems, integrate equipment into existing plants, or supply stand-alone units for user-defined duties. With nearly 160 years’ experience it is little wonder that the world’s major commodities producers trust us to design, build, install and commission engineered solutions that offer the user exceptional performance and dependability, even in the harshest operating conditions. Our success follows from our professional engineers’ enduring quest to design the optimum solution for each customer, supported by a shared worldwide institutional knowledge base that is the envy of our competitors. We use sophisticated computer software and our international experience to examine multiple solutions for the customer’s application. The best option is selected for each mining or processing requirement, and then designed using sophisticated Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs. Tests with flow modeling software ensure the performance and efficiency of the design is optimized for the task. Howden products are manufactured in world-class facilities under quality assurance management systems certified to international standards. Our artisans have years of experience in fabricating hardware that has stood the test of time at site, where it matters most.
7909 Parklane Road
Columbia, SC 29223 USA
Telephone: (1800) 327-8885
lnsales@howden.com

Independent Mining Consultants Inc.
www.imctucson.com
Independent Mining Consultants, Inc. (IMC) is a proven mining engineering consulting firm that has had the opportunity to work for over 250+ Clients on 500+ Mining Projects across the Globe for over 35 Years. We deliver maximum stakeholder value, identify mine growth opportunities, and help limit company risk. Our clients include Fortune 500 companies, major and minor multi-commodity producers, junior exploration firms, public sector entities, and financial institutions. We advise clients on open pit mine planning, surface and underground mine evaluation, due diligence, and resource estimation at all stages of the mine project life from discovery, acquisition, and to production development. Clients have long chosen us as the reliable source of cost effective mine engineering services because we accomplish projects on time, on budget and to their specifications. IMC has been in operation since 1983, and has cultivated success through hard work and unquestioned integrity. IMC has made its name in the base metals, precious metals, industrial minerals, and aggregates markets. Our technical documents have been reviewed and accepted by leading international financial institutions for investment decisions. Many properties have been successfully financed based on work completed by the engineers and geologists of Independent Mining Consultants.
3560 East Gas Rd
Tucson, AZ 85714 USA
Telephone: (520) 294-9861
imc@imctucson.com

Itasca Denver, Inc.
www.itascadenver.com
Itasca Denver, Inc., a part of Itasca International Inc., provides hydrogeologic and geochemical consulting services to the mining, civil, and petroleum industries as well as to government agencies and other consulting firms. Itasca Denver’s services include the following: hydrogeologic studies for mine dewatering, water-supply development, heap-leach performance, water disposal, and environmental impact assessments. Itasca Denver also provides expert hydrogeologic reviews related to due diligence studies for funding agencies or to work from other consulting firms. In conjunction with Itasca’s other offices, Itasca Denver provides integrated hydrogeology/geomechanical services to our clients. Itasca’s client list includes all of the world’s major mining companies as well as numerous smaller firms. Itasca International’s branch offices have nearly 150 qualified professionals in 14 offices in 12 countries. Itasca Denver has developed numerous numerical groundwater flow models for both open-pit and underground mines all over the world. The models have been used as inputs for planning dewatering and depressurization programs, designing mine water-management systems, and meeting regulatory requirements. Itasca Denver is the developer of MINEDW, a commercial three-dimensional finite-element groundwater flow model specifically designed to simulate unique groundwater conditions related to mining operations. MINEDW can efficiently simulate sequential pit excavation and seamlessly export two- and three-dimensional pore-pressure distributions to geomechanical models using FLAC2/D, UDEC or 3DEC.
143 Union Blvd, Ste 525
Lakewood, CO 80228 USA
Telephone: (303) 969-8033
Fax: (303) 969-8357
itascadenver@itascadenver.com

Itasca International, Inc.
www.itascainternational.com
Itasca is a global, employee-owned company that provides engineering consulting services, develops numerical simulation software, and conducts sponsored research in geomechanics, hydrogeology, and microseisms. With 16 offices in 13 countries, our consultants solve complex problems for the mining, civil, environmental, energy, and materials industries. Since 1981, Itasca has combined practical technical and field experience with expert knowledge of advanced numerical simulation and engineering analysis. Continual development of our advanced, pioneering numerical simulation software sets Itasca apart from other geotechnical consulting firms. Itasca’s software (3DEC, FLAC, FLAC3D, InSite, Griddle, KATS, MINEDW, PFC, UDEC, and XSite) are among the most widely used and respected software of their kind. Our consulting and research activities focus on analyzing the behavior of excavations and engineered structures in soil and rock, including groundwater, thermal, creep, and dynamic effects. Software development is driven by our consulting work and research. This results in proven consulting services, powerful software tools, and advanced research capable of understanding the most complex phenomena encountered in challenging environments.
111 Third Avenue South, Suite 450
Minneapolis, MN 55401 USA
Telephone: (612) 371-4711
Fax: (612) 371-4717
info@itascacg.com

John T. Boyd Co
www.jtboyd.com
Since 1943, John T. Boyd Company has been providing diverse clientele with professional opinions regarding all aspects of the coal, metals, nonmetallic, Industrial materials, and aggregates mining industries. The Company began in the Eastern US, and has expanded globally with locations in the United States, Australia, Colombia, and the People’s Republic of China. BOYD’s professional staff is comprised of specialists with decades of experience in the principal aspects of the mining and minerals industry: geology, reserves, mining operations (surface and underground mining), geomechanics, coal preparation, mineral processing, financial analysis, valuation, markets, transportation, environmental matters, etc. Our worldwide stature is demonstrated by our work in over 70 countries. Our senior professionals are recognized Competent Persons and have the requisite training, education, and experience to provide advisory services to our clients on an ongoing basis, as demonstrated by our work as Technical Advisors to international governmental agencies and private industry. Our technical reports fulfill the reporting standards of major financial institutions, government agencies and international stock exchanges.
Kappes, Cassidy & Associates
www.kcareno.com
Since 1972, Kappes, Cassidy & Associates (KCA) has provided process metallurgical services to the international mining industry, specializing in all aspects of heap leaching, cyanide processing, laboratory testing, project feasibility studies, engineering design, construction and operations management. While primarily known for its heap leach expertise, KCA also builds modular laboratories and gold recovery plants, and has provided EPCM management on projects with individual investment of $150 million. KCA also has a well-established history of providing lab and engineering design programs for HPGR crushers.

7950 Security Circle
Reno, NV 89506
Telephone: (775) 972-7575
Fax: (775) 972-4567
E-mail: kca@kcarenco.com

MacLean Engineering
www.macleanengineering.com
MacLean Engineering is a mining vehicle manufacturer specializing in custom-designed mobile equipment for the global underground mining market. The company’s product line includes ground support and secondary reduction units along with a full suite of utility vehicles. MacLean has been innovating for hard rock mining safety and productivity for almost 50 years, supporting customers worldwide with branches across Canada as well as in the United States (Elko, Nevada), Mexico, Peru, South Africa, and Australia, along with a dealer network in Chile, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Mongolia, and India. The latest chapter in MacLean innovation is the design and commissioning of a full fleet of battery powered mining vehicles, engineered for life underground, with over 30 MacLean EV units currently working underground in mines across Canada.

1000 Raglan St
Collingwood, ON L9Y 371 Canada
Stuart Lister
VP Marketing & Communications
slister@macleanengineering.com

Martin Engineering
www.martin-eng.com
See our ad on p. 22
Founded in 1944, Martin Engineering is a global leader in making bulk materials handling cleaner, safer and more productive. The company supplies flow aids, conveyor products and expert services around the world for a wide variety of bulk material applications, such as mining, aggregate, coal handling, cement, biomass and other materials.

Product families include air cannons, conveyor belt cleaners, belt trackers, impact cradles, modular transfer points, dust suppression and industrial vibration. With nearly 400 active and pending patents globally, the firm has earned a reputation as an innovator of quality products and services, backed by unconditional guarantee. Headquartered in Neponset, IL, Martin offers manufacturing, sales and service from factory-owned business units in Australia, Brazil, China, Colombia, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Russia, Spain, South Africa, Turkey, the USA and UK. The company’s series of Foundations books is an internationally-recognized resource for safety, maintenance and operations training – with more than 20,000 print copies in circulation around the world. Martin employees take an active part in ASME, SME, VDI, CMA and CEMA, and the firm played a pivotal role in writing and producing the 7th edition of the CEMA reference book, Belt Conveyors for Bulk Materials.

One Martin Place
Neponset, IL 61345 USA
Telephone: (309) 852-2384
Fax: (800) 814-1553
rick@martin-eng.com

McLanahan Corporation
www.mclanahan.com
Please see our listing on p. 27
200 Wall Street
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648 USA
Telephone: (814) 695-9807
Fax: (814) 695-6684
sales@mclanahan.com

McMillen Jacobs Associates
www.mcmjac.com
McMillen Jacobs Associates specializes in delivering underground and water resources infrastructure, providing technical engineering design and construction expertise in the water, wastewater, transportation, transit, and energy/power industries. Offering a full range of design, design-build, self-performing construction and construction management services, we work closely with our clients at every stage of a project, assisting them with planning, design expertise, project management, construction, start-up, and dispute resolution. McMillen Jacobs is also committed to the principles of sustainability in its design and construction practices. Our 21 offices in North America and Australasia and more than 500 staff, serve clients locally and worldwide.

49 Stevenson Street, #1200
San Francisco, CA 94105
Telephone: (415) 434-1822
Email: info@mcmjac.com

Nalco Water
www.ecolab.com/nalco-water
Nalco Water, an Ecolab company, is the leading global provider of water management solutions and expertise to maximize operating performance and minimize water and energy use for industrial and institutional customers. Nalco Water’s broad suite of industry-leading technologies and advanced chemistries are designed to meet today’s complex water management needs. As the global leader in mineral processing reagents and water treatment, Nalco Water provides essential expertise to the Mining and Mineral Processing industry with technical, economic, and environmentally sustainable solutions from mine-to-mill. Our experienced on-site engineers help our customers achieve their goals by selecting, implementing, and optimizing water and process technologies to increase recovery, improve finished product quality, and lower the total cost of operation.

1601 West Diehl Road
Naperville, IL 60563-1198 USA
Telephone: (800) 288-0879
Fax: (800) 288-0878
customerservice.us@nalco.com

Nevada Mining Association
www.NevadaMining.org
The Nevada Mining Association (NvMA) is your business’s connection to one of the world’s premier mining regions. The NvMA prides itself on hosting events throughout the year designed to give the Association’s wide-ranging membership base of mine operators and suppliers opportunities to meet face-to-face and network. Popular events include reverse expos, where suppliers meet directly with representatives from mine operations for a series of short meetings, and the Nevada Mining Association Convention, hosted along the majestic shores of Lake Tahoe. If you are looking for a to establish or grow your business’s presence in the Nevada mining industry, contact the NvMA today. For more information, contact Christina Pearson, Director of Membership Operations.

Telephone: (775) 829-2121 x11
Christina@NevadaMining.org
210 W. Liberty Street, Suite 300
Reno, NV 89501

NewFields Mining Services
NewFields staff has over 35 years of experience in the design & construction of mining projects in 40 countries on 6 continents. Projects include dams and ponds; heap leach facilities; waste rock disposal facilities; tailings storage facilities; haul roads; and engineering design for closure, caps and covers, and decommissioning of these mine components. Our project, construction and commissioning management (PCCM) group offers services for execution of mining projects from planning through construction and commissioning to start-up. In addition, we have an accredited construction materials testing laboratory located in Elko, Nevada. To complement our engineering and construction groups, NewFields has an experienced multidisciplinary environmental and social consulting team that is adept in permitting mine projects and designing and implementing mine closure plans. We have expertise in developing
and applying various groundwater, surface water, and geochemical models as well as developing, installing, and operating innovative passive water treatment systems, saving our clients substantial costs at both active and legacy mine sites.

Engineering Services: Carl Burkharter cburkharter@newfields.com

Environmental Services: Myles Grotbo mgrotbo@newfields.com

Paterson & Cooke
www.patersoncooke.com
Paterson & Cooke is a recognized leader in the design and implementation of slurry systems and associated processes. Since our formation in 1991, we have consistently provided technologically superior slurry systems for projects located throughout the world. Our key areas of expertise include: Laboratory Testing, Dewatering Circuit Design, Tailings System Engineering (conventional, cycloning, high density paste, thickened and filtered), Long Distance Slurry Pipeline Systems, Leak Detection Systems, Mine Backfill Systems, Optimization Services, Process Engineering, Process Control, Pilot Plants and Specialized Training Courses.

Paterson & Cooke USA, Ltd
221 Corporate Cir, Ste D
Golden, CO 80401
United States of America
(303) 600-6288
www.patersoncooke.com

Pocock Industrial, Inc.
www.pocockindustrial.com
Pocock Industrial specializes in solving solids/liquid separation problems. We believe the integration of laboratory expertise with substantial engineering capability, plant operating knowledge, and practical experience, provides a basis for exceptional service. Since 1983, we have served a broad spectrum of industry and have provided services to many of the major mining, oil, chemical, pharmaceutical, food, and environmental companies. We have also served as consultants to engineering companies, research organizations, legal firms, and academia. We work on a flexible basis and can provide services from project completion to the design and implementation of slurry systems and associated processes.

6188 South 300 West
Salt Lake City, Utah USA
Telephone: (801) 265-9000
Cell: (801) 703-8055
maempeyp@pocockindustrial.com

Pray & Company
www.praysolutions.com
See our ad on p. 29
We specialize in 3 divisions serving many extractive sector clients in the America’s

Staffing
Executive (C-Suite) Search
Technical, Professional
Permanent Placement or Temporary Contract

Human Resources Services
Retained HR Support
Leadership Training
HR Special Projects
Communications
Project Feasibility
Surface/Underground project economics
Owner’s Rep Project Support
Pre-feasibility, Feasibility Stage Study

Our team has deep connections to the extractive sectors -- our clients represent gold, copper, silver, lithium and various industrial minerals throughout the America’s. We can step in so that you can focus on the day-to-day and strategic needs of your operation – all of which are underpinned with effective people and project strategy! Pray & Company was founded with the principles of flexibility and relationships which drive our team culture, decision-making and approach to serving our clients and job-seekers. And, we are in an exciting growth phase and eager to customize our service to meet your needs!

Toll-Free 833-775-7729 (North America)

Precision Pulley & Idler PPI
www.ppiglobal.com
PPI has earned a reputation for manufacturing reliable conveyor components and accessories for the industry. That tradition continues due to our unparalleled customer service, engineering staff and strategically located inventory across the globe. Manufacturing capabilities along with a knowledgeable sales force drives our success. PPI is the place to call when you need conveyor components done right, fast and on time.

300 SE 14th St
Pella, IA 50219 USA
Telephone: (641) 628-3115
Fax: (641) 628-3658
sales@ppiglobal.com

Seegmiller International
www.seegmillerint.com
Established in 1974, Seegmiller International provides mining geotechnical services on a worldwide basis. Our specialties include open pit slope stability, underground stability evaluation, mining methods evaluation and selection, and expert witness services for earth failure problems.

Salt Lake City, UT USA
DrSeegmiller@SeegmillerInt.com

Skelly and Loy, Inc.
www.skellyloy.com
Skelly and Loy’s Mining Services Group is staffed with experienced mining engineers (surface and underground), mineral processing engineers, geologists, and mineral economists who can guide proposed and active mining operations from a pre-feasibility stage through geological investigations, detailed design, permitting, financial considerations, and reclamation. The firm is experienced in completion of due diligence, fatal flaw analysis, fuel procurement, market studies, mine and quarry planning, mine feasibility studies, and mine operation audits. Skelly and Loy offers expert witness/ litigation support and sale/acquisition analysis. The company mining engineering group is recognized nationally and internationally for its experience and expertise in the mining industry: The Mining Services Group is complemented with state-of-the-art engineering tools and is augmented by our staff of technicians and environmental specialists experienced in working with a variety of mining projects.

449 Eisenhower Boulevard, Suite 300
Harrisburg, PA 17111-2302 USA
Telephone: (717) 232-0593
Fax: (717) 232-1798
skellyloy@skellyloy.com

SRK Consulting
www.srk.com
SRK Consulting is an independent, international consultancy providing focused advice and solutions to clients, mainly in the earth and water resource industries. For mining projects, we offer services from exploration to mine closure. Formed in 1974, SRK employs more than 1,400 professionals globally in over 45 permanent offices on 6 continents. Our specialists are leaders in fields such as due diligence, technical studies, subsurface ventilation, mine waste and water management, permitting, and mine rehabilitation. Applying their extensive knowledge and experience, our consultants develop innovative approaches and practical techniques that meet clients’ unique needs and financial objectives. Among our clients are many of the world’s major, medium-sized and junior metal and industrial mineral mining houses, exploration companies, financial institutions, construction firms, and government departments. To learn more about SRK Consulting, visit www.srk.com.

1125 17th St, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80201 USA
Telephone: (303) 985-1333
Fax: (303) 985-9947
denver@srk.com
Subhorizon Geologic Resources, LLC
www.subhorizonresources.com
Subhorizon Geologic Resources LLC is a geological consulting firm providing the following services: geologic exploration and mapping, economic evaluation of mineral resources (including condemnation or mineral rights), armor stone certifications for COE projects, rockfall hazard evaluations, environmental assessments, petroglyphic services (aggregate and concrete), geospatial solutions (remote sensing and GIS), natural hazard delineation, medical geology, forensic geology, and rockfall hazard training. Contact us today for your geological consulting needs!

2215 Shasta Drive
Bloomsburg, PA 17815 USA
Telephone: (336) 416-3656
stroudjr@subhorizonresources.com

Tenova TAKRAF USA
www.tenova.com
Please see our listing on p. 34
4643 S Ulster Street
Denver, CO 80237 USA
Telephone: (303) 714-8050
Fax: (303) 770-6307

Weir International, Inc
www.weirintl.com
WEIR’s consulting services have been provided to the mining and energy industries since 1936. WEIR provides mining, geology, geotechnical, operational, environmental, training, and engineering services relative to coal, metals, and industrial minerals within the mining, energy, financial, and legal industries worldwide. Professional Opinion: reserve assessments and certifications, bankable feasibility studies, reasonableness reviews, market analyses, litigation support and expert testimony. Technical Services: mining engineering, exploration and geologic evaluations, mine planning and facilities design, mine design and construction, coal preparation, construction management, equipment procurement assistance. Mine Operations: operational and management assessments, time studies, operator training. Specialist Services: ore body modeling, geologic modeling and resource development, geotechnical investigations, hydrology and ground water assessments and modeling, coal utilization analysis, supervisory and safety training, refined coal evaluations. Civil Engineering Services: civil engineering design, subsidence analyses and mitigation. Environmental Services: environmental assessments and Phase I environmental audits, remediation design, mine closure, reclamation design and mine closure liability assessment.

Executive Towers West
1431 Opus Place Ste 210, IL 60515 USA
Telephone: (630) 968-5400
Fax: (630) 968-5401
weir@weirintl.com

Weir Minerals
www.global.weir
Weir Minerals delivers end-to-end solutions for all mining, dewatering, transportation, milling, processing and waste management activities. We work in partnership with our customers to solve their toughest operating challenges safely, efficiently and sustainably. Weir Minerals has an advanced product range incorporating brands such as Warman® centrifugal slurry pumps, GEHO® PD slurry pumps, Linatex® rubber products, Vulco® wear resistant linings, Cavex® hydrocyclones, Trio® crushers and screens, Enduron® comminution equipment, Isogate® slurry valves, Multiflo® mine dewatering solutions, Aspir™ centrifuges, Accumin™ lubricators and Lewis® Pumps—covering virtually any application, in any environment. The comprehensive portfolio of high-performance pumps and superior minerals processing equipment is designed and manufactured to meet the highest specifications for robust and reliable use in the world’s most demanding environments. The Weir Minerals global network ensures they are close to their customer wherever they may base their local operations.

2701 S Stoughton Road
Madison, WI 53716 USA
us.minerals@mail.weir

Sharpen Your Knowledge
Explore all aspects of mining influence water with the six volume set Management Technologies for Metal Mining Influenced Water Series

Order online at smenet.org/store
BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR

SME is the premier book publisher for the mining and metallurgy industry. We pair industry experts with publishing professionals and handle all the details from editing to indexing to marketing so you’re free to focus on writing.

We are looking for authors to expand our ever-growing library of titles. Our established publishing program offers you:

• **ACCESS.** We provide publishing professionals to create a professional, finished book and eBook.

• **SUPPORT.** Our team of experts offers a clear path to publishing, backed by decades of history and hundreds of titles in our library.

• **INDUSTRY BACKING.** Enjoy the international recognition associated with the SME book-publishing brand.

…and so much more!

If you have a manuscript, book proposal or good idea contact Jane Olivier, Manager of Book Publishing at olivier@smenet.org.
Make a Smart Career Move with the SME Career Center

Search a dedicated career resource specific to the mining and mineral industry.

The SME Career Center connects you with employers actively looking for professionals in the mining industry.

Interested in posting a job or internship opportunity and connecting with the talented SME membership?

Learn more at miningjobs.smenet.org or contact Laura Nelson at nelson@smenet.org.

Visit miningjobs.smenet.org to:
- Create a job seeker profile
- Post a resume
- Apply for jobs
- Get job flash emails
SCHURCO HAS INVENTORY FOR ALL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Spare parts interchangeable with many OEM pumps

Well trained and knowledgeable field service engineers and technicians to troubleshoot any problems

Get the quality and life you expect, or better, plus attractive pricing and availability!

904-356-6840 | sales@schurcoslurry.com
9410 Florida Mining Boulevard East, Jacksonville, Florida, 32257
www.schurcoslurry.com